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CLOVIS.

Bout Draws able one.
Josephine
Large Crowd.

VVinters-Pappa- n

STATE OF NEW MEXICO FEBRUARY

Thinks He Sees Opportune
Time to Strike, The Journal
Biederwolf, soprano soloist;
The Winters-Papabout at the
ManTakes Crack at OutLyceum Theater last Fiiday Katherine Kennedy, Reader;
going City Council.
night drew one of the largest Ruth Vogel, contralto and accomSims, violinist;

Ab-bi- n

n

crowds ever assembled in that panist; Bertha Peet, Mezzo
prano and Manager.
building.
The door receipts
am un ted to something like $427,

the receipts were divided 40 and
60 per cent. Winters received
as his share about $202. while
Pappan got $185.
The exhibition met the favor
of ne rly every one attending
and it is safe to say no one left
the building with the impression
it was "a frame Up." As
"Pboxing bout it gave satisfaction.
The bout was a snappy one
from the start, each man believing himself to be a shade
better than his opponent. Only
once in the 2nd round did it appear as though the Indian had a
chance, when he handed W 'iters
it right and left simeltaneously
at will. Winters terrific right
swing proved the "bug bear"
which eventually decided the
contest, this he brought to bear
in the 3rd round dropping Pappan
to the mat, the gng sounded
and the Indian was carried to his
corner. The Indian entered the
ring in the 4th round in a dazed
condition and lasted only a short
interval before the count pronounced Winters the victor.
Winters will leave for Dal as,
?Vrvac in n fow rlavK where hm i&
signed to meet Bobby Wall. Wall
has a states wide reputation as
a boxer and as Winters gives
much promise of being in the 1st
rate class, the go will be watched with a great deal of interest
by the sport admirers of Clovis.
Pappan asserts his knowledge
of the fact that he over matched
himself with Winters in as much
as vv inters entered the ring 13
pounds better in weight but says
he was sure the match would
draw a big house and that was
what appealed to him more than
any thing else at that time.
Pappan is now out with a challenge at 122 ringside. He met
Winters at 133 ringside. If Pap- makes the weight he will be
the future as a feather

jtt.t

.

tn

weight.

Play Their Last Card
News a democratic paper is trying to scare
Taft into opposing Pope's confirmation, by threatening to send
up a Roswell delegation from
the Pecos Valley to the National
rnnblican convention. To say
the least this is about the poorest
bluff, as yet ever pulled off by
the democratic opponents of Mr.
The

Roswell

Pope.

Tippecanoe Concert
Company
On next Saturday night, the
17th, five young ladies compris-

ing the Tippecanoe Concert company will be in the city and will
render a program composed of
readings and music at the Lyceum that evening.
We can recommend these concerts to the public as being refined, clean and highly entertaining. They are selected from an
.extensive list of applications of
different talented troups who
taken up with the trip along
are
n
n
the Santa re tines, wu t ine accomodations offered at the Harvey houses and other attractions
that make the trip a very enjoy
1

1.1

So-

Star Hotel Being

Made Modern.
John W. McCarty, of the firm
Co., and
of Mansfield-Claiborn- e
former owner of the Crescent
Hotel, has purchased the Star
Hotel. He is having the house
overhauled and put in tip top
shape to accomodate the public
with the very beat of service in
the hotel line. The house will
be made modern in every re
spect, having bath, hot and cold
water, electric lights, etc. The
rooms are large and well furnished. Mr. and Mrs. McCarty
will have charge themselves,
serving meals to the public in
connetion wLh their regular
boarders. These people are
well known as first class hotel
people and doubtless will have
ah the business they can handle
in a short time.
--

Novel Invitation
The following invitation received by our fellow townsman,
Tommy Davenport, will be amusing to all, but especially so to
the; old timers who have known
the situation as a reality.

Invitation.
You are invited to attend the
Cowboy's Ball,
To be given Feb. 16 in the Red
Man Hall.

country's undergoing a
great change,
This will be the last Roundup in

Our

the Highlonesome Range.
Let's roundup our stock and be
ready to go,
For we've got fce give way to
thr man with the hoe.
Ther'ell be no chuckwagon, we'll
eat in a shack,
And turn our ponies to a kaf-fi- r
corn stack.
We'll throw them together on

the hill,
Just east of old number eleven

16, 1912

of a higher order, believing that
the abolition of the former class
is one tstep towards the time
when there "shall be no more
war" Ind that "Peace on earth,
good Will to men" will be prac
In order that he might hit the ticed as well as preached.
HGas Mary Knight, Pres.
sentiment of a few pessimistic
Mrs. K. J. Stewart, Sec.
souls, who sea fit to condemn
H
the administration of the city
jjrarewell Party
officials by exposing what he
A
farewell
party was given
would have you beieve to hr a
Miss Viola Woods at the home of
graft and improper disburse- Miss At(ry Knight, by
the Ago-m- a
ment of cit i funds, thus ingratclass. A delightful program
iating himself with the voters, was rendered. Miss Johnny
Stroud and Miss Murray each
at the coming city election.
The Journal man takes a lengthy .endersd a well selected recitashot at members of council, and tion. During the evening Miss
Delia Winders also Miss Goodwin
mayor; saya cff is busted and
favorea those present with some
pronounces private Electrical musical selections, after which
concern as a monopoly having the delightful refreshments were
city by the throat. There is cause served insisting of sandwiches.
to suppose his attack to be one coffee, ake and pickles.
of personal spite, inasmuch as Those present were: Misses
this Electrical concern forced- or Sanders, Murry, Stroud.. Wood,
Morgan
threatened to force the payment Doyle, jLauer, Goodwin, Norris,
Cunningham, Frish, Morof a debt against members of
row, Morrison, Knight and Mrs.
the aforesaid company. The
editor of the Journal would have Mabry; Messrs. Griffith, Evans,
it ppear that his heroic efforts Scott, Muson, Croft, Ray and
are in behalf of public interest, Arthur Cunningham, Morrison,
Turrentine, Robinson, Thomas,
while as a matter of fact the
rub comes and the sore place Morgan and Griffith.
starts as a result of the lack Of
the 'long green' denero only
Valentine Tea.
ft
flowing gradually into the pockladies
of
the Methodist
The
ets of the aforesaid designated church gave a valentine party at
city publication, while their wish the ho- - of Mrs. K. C.
Childers
would be to have the bottom fall Wednesday afternoon and night.
out.
It is not our fight and it seldom is the case for a newspaper
to stand by a council that has
discriminated in favor of the opposition paper in giving them
the city printing, but we do believe that in so doing, they were
sincerely of the opinion that politics should play no part in the
city administration, and we are
certain that these same public
servants have labored over auditing books on Sundays and at
nights without receiving one iota
of thanks from the public and receiving no remuneration except
the meager pittance allowed for
such service.
We believe the seed thus sown
by the members of the present
council will live afterward and
that for the public good no politics will be allowed to figure in
the harmony and united efforts
so desirable for the welfare ot
the city of Clovis in the future.
-

.

91.00

The house was beautifully decorated in pink and white crepe
paper and hearts. About 30 tidies attended and the afternoon
was spent in contests and guessing games. At night about 35
young people attended. The
game of "progressive hearts"
was enjoyed, chocolate and cake
being served at night and in the
evening. Mrs. Childers is an
ideal

entertainer.

Presbyterian Church.
Sabbath School at 10 a. m.
Preaching at

11 a. m.

The

pastor will tuke for his subject:
The Reasonableness of Christian
Service, see Romans 12:1.
Let every member of the
church be present and every
atranger especially invited.
The choir will meet Friday
night at 7 o'clock.
Sunday evening we will join
in the union service at the Methodist church. See program elsewhere, a service in the interest
of Temperance and in honor of
Francis Willard, Saturday previous being her birthday.
S. H. Jones, Pastor.
408N. Mitchell St.

Christian Church
Corner Washington and
nelly

Con-

Streets.

J. Wilburn Rose, Acting
ister.
Sunday Services.
Bible School,

Min-

H. L. Studevant, Superintend-

ent
Communion, election of officers
and preaching
11:00 a. m.
Subject: ''Here am I Lord, send

me."
Special Christian Endeavor meeting at 6:80 p, m. New music
full orchestra. This meeting is
for the purpose of effecting permanent organization and will be
conducted by the Superintendent of Christian Endeavor for
Christian Churches in New Mexico assisted by local workers.

At 7:30 p. m. we will unite
with the other religious organizations in a union tenoerance
meeting at the Methodist church
under the auspices of the local
Woman's Christian Temperance
Union.
Mrs. Wm. Vanderwart left
for her claim near Melrose, last
Wednesday.
Robert Kruger and wife of
Raton are visiting their daughter
Mrs. W. H. Taylor. Mr. and
Mrs. Kruger expect to remain
fn the city for a conple of
months.
Mrs. W. B. Bingham is reported on the sick list this week.
Mrs. Otis Jones is out and
around after several days of being confined to her bed on
of illness.
Mr. J. E. Ludington, Construction Foreman of the Santa
Fe, is visiting his family this

9:46 a. ra.

OF INTEREST
To Clovis Business Men

windmill,
Not far from the edge of the
sands,
Where the town of Knowles
now stands.
Billy O'Neal the old Pool Boss,
Will meet you at the gate and
make you come across.
W. C. T. U. Protest.
Will Franklin will lead us on the
Physical education is a departdrive,
As soon as the stray man all ment of W. C. T. U. work which
seeks the highest possible physarrive.
ical development under circumJack Heard will carry the tally stances of health, upon which
book,
is based the most successful moAnd see that the stray men all ral and
.intellectual growth of
get to look.
child. We hope the time
the
Be sure to come and get your
will come when physical culture
stock,
will be taught in every school
The nearest water will be the in
the country. We believe alCap Rock.
so that the body is the "living
temple" which should be kept
For Sale.
pure and clean for better service
For sale or trade Shallow than the bruising and battering
water land 160 acres improved, of the same, and that the scourg80 acres unimproved ten miles ing of the body by the religious
south east of Portales. Will fanatic, as well as the exhibition
trade for live stock or automo- of scientific skill in the abuse, is
a relic of barbaric ages; therebile part on time if desired.
fore, The Woman's Christain
R. E. Curd, Portales.
Temperance Union of Clovis deFather O.Leary will hold serv- sires to enter a public protect
ices in the Catholic Church next against this city becoming a cenSunday morning at the usual ter, for "Boxing Bouts or Prize
hour. It is hvped all members Fights. We appeal to the citiwilKbe present
city for amusements
zens of

te

The Texico Trumpet, published
since 1905, has sold its subscription list to the

CLOVIS NEWS

Thus practically making two
papers in one. This enables us
to reach those farmers, Texico,
Hoilene, Grady and other places
who have heretofore done most
of their trading with Texico merchants. This combination gives
The News the largest circulation.

Nufsed.

Per Year
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FREE

DIVORCE

HERE

Severance of Marriage Ties in factor In putting through the law that
Is now likely to serve as a model for
Norway Easy to Procure.
other countries.
New

Law Is a Blessing Its Enactment Has Not Been Followed by
a Rush of the Dissatisfied
to Courts.

London. Norway has now solved
the divorce evil, a correspondent
writes. At least so declares Pru Ella
Anker, one of the leaders of the Norwegian women's movement and a
in-law
of Herr Jottann Castberg.
minister of Justice In the last Norwegian cabinet Herr Castberg framed
the law or 1910. which is believed to
have accomplished the miracle. Pru
Anker has come to England to tell the
Englishwomen of the success of her
ex in Norway, and 40 struck with
her accounts have been many Influential women's organizations that they
have decided to agitate for an English divorce law modeled on the Norwegian measure.
It was with the hope that Pru Ank
er's knowledge would be of some as
sletance to you In the United States,
floundering as you are in a divorce
maze from which few are in agreement as to the surest way out. that I
have had the following Interview.
Pru Anker la a slight, pleasant
faced, rosy complexioned.
typical
Scandinavian woman, with an engaging freehnosa of manner. She speaks
English almost without a flaw, but Is
troubled, from an interviewer's point
of view, with an amount of modesty
and
that is almost disconcerting.
But what she lacka In self esteem
she more than makes up In her enthusiasm for the cause of women. She
Is. like most Norwegian women, absolutely sure that the beginning of the
brighter era dawned In her country
when partial adult suffrage was granted to her sex. Certainly, declares Pru
Anker, the women were the deciding
sister--

PARDONS

AN

HONEST

NEGRO

Governor John Slaton Thinks Twenty
Years Enough for Man Who Confessed Murder.
Atlanta. Nearly 20 twenty years a
by Governor
convict la considered
John M Slaton as punishment enough
for a negro, who, after committing
a murder and fleeing from the state,
paid his own railroad fare back from
Mississippi to the scene of the crime
and confessed, expecting to be banged
for his trouble. In the case, that of
James Poster, sent up 20 years ago
from Early county, the governor has
granted a full pardon
Twenty-fou- r
years igo Seaborn
hbeffleld. a wealthy planter, who lived
alone, was found dead while at the
supper table. There was no clew to
the uiui'oui. iuu the crime remained
a mystery until four years
later.
While court was In session, Poster
came to the sheriff and stated to him
that he was the murderer The negro
bad lied to Mississippi and remained
there four years, lie said his conscience drove him to return and confess, and be said he expected to be
hanged
The negro claimed be had been
.forced to kill Sheffield by Ibe letter's
.
who feared be would
two
.divorce bis wife. The negro was given a life sentence, but the white men
he Implicated were acquitted
The
inegro has been an exemplary prisoner,
.and Ooveruor Slaton thinks he should
be rewarded for confessing the crime
when be was In no danger. The
of the negro was urged by Justice
iPowell. of the Court of Appeals, who
nephew of the murdered man.
.Is
i

sons-in-law-

par-jdo-

u

"First I want to make clear," said
Pru Anker, "that this law which has
done so much to solve the divorce
evil in my country was one of the
direct results of the enfranchisement
of my sex The law was passed by a
liberal government, but it had the
support of all parties
It Is baaed on
the principle that mutual love between
the husband and the wife is the only
moral basis for marriage. When that
feeling falls or Is seriously shaken it
If absurd to bind the two together
any longer. The law ought then step
In and provide the means for a divorce.
Our law provides admission
to separation as the preliminary to
divorce when both parties request it.
and similar relief when one requests
It on such grounds as to make It probable that mutual good will Is ruined.
If there is agreement between husband and wife, the law grants a divorce without Inquiring into the reasons, but as security that the step has
been well thought over before action
it provides that a year of separation
muitt intervene between the application and the actual granting of the divorce. If the request is made by only
one party two years of separation
must precede the actual divorce.
"Iti my country divorce is not looked
upon as a disgrace, but rather as a
relief from an unfortunate state of affairs. It Is kept out of the courts as
much as possible, the machinery being largely In the hands of administrative officials The proceedings are
very simple and extremely
cheap
The cost varies in different cases, running from a little less than $1.25 to
125.
It is not necessary to employ
lawyers. It Is the duty of the administrative officials to make their own
investigations and to collect the necessary Information, to settle the question of money and to arrange for the
care of the children.
"When a husband and wife agree
that they want a divorce tbey appear

MASSACRE

OF

INDIA

LEPERS

Victims Were Assembled by Chinese
Governor and Shot Down by
Soldiers.
Calcutta. The mission to lepers n
India and the east Is responsible for
a tragic story of the massacre of a
number of lepers in a district near
the French frontier in China.
According to this story, a military
commander of a district Induced the
lepers to assemble by the announcement that a distribution of rice would
be made. A brge number gathered,
bringing with them many children.
Arrived at the rendezvous, the lepers were surrounded by soldiers and
shot down. Dead and wounded were
then shoveled Into a deep pit already
prepared and kerosene oil poured
over them, the whole mass then using set on fire.
A few Who escaped were hunted
down on the hills and killed.

For Van
Prince Too Huge
Special "Black
Maria" Built for
It seems that as the prince was takRajah's Gigantic Son, Accused
ing shlnp at Marseilles without having
paid for the Jewels or returning them
of Stealing Pearls.
he was arrested. Hence the black mawith rla.
He la at least three times as
Paris. Paris la convulsed
laughter because an Indian prince, who big as the average Frenchman, so on
of King the request of bis American lawyer,
attended the coronation
Oeorge and Queen Mary of England is Frederick Allaln, the city of Paris Is
so bulky that he cannot enter the forced to build a black maria of triple
Paris black maria, and the city coun- capacity for its pompous, princely, and
cil has been compelled to build a spe- most Interesting prisoner.
cial polic
conveyance for the big
brown
n from India. His name la
GOLDFISH
ARE BOMBS
N'aushac Ml, and he la a member of HER
the prov rial parliament of Oudb and
Woman In Letter to Commissioner
a nepbe' of Rajah Sir Mohammed
Saya Her Pets Are Given to Exbad dreg
Kham of Jehangl- ploding Into Fragments.
rabad.
tiy this mlgniy man of
The rease
Denver, Colo. Pinny McNamaras
many dlatle
IB 4ias been connected
with tho black marla Is because of are probably at work on the goldfish
tribe In Colorado, according to an opinA Jeweler
his fondnoss for jewelry.
named Meyer sent him a rope of ion of Col. James A. Shlnn, state game
pearls for Inspection, the prince hav- and flah commissioner. Colonel Bhlnn
ing written:
"Please let my secre- bases his theory of such probability
tary select Jewels to the amount of on a letter received from a Colorado
woman.
110.000."
"I Just wonder what's the matter
The high sounding titles of Nauahad
my goldfish," the woman wrote
All and of his uncle, the rajah; his with
presence at the British coronation, to Colonel Shlnn. "They are just aa
and the fact that he is Invariably ac- healthy and well fed as tbey can be.
companied by a giraffe-llkservant But latelywillthey have been exploding.
"They
swim around In the most
suven fee' high In Indian costume,
manner In their bowl and
threw the usually suspicious jeweler sportive
then suddenly they will come to ths
off his guard.
surface of the water, and pop! bang I
The thinness of the servant and the
explode Into a thousand bits!"
largeness of his master have been
brought out In most picturesque conChild's Clear Sight.
trast, for so devoted la the servant
Ao intelligent child detects a sham
that be insisted on going to jail with
his master. His family has served the at once, and resents, more than anything, to be patronised.
prince's family for 800 years.
1
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even the under--MarTwain.

A

of the large painting of Perry's victory on Lake Erie was the Brat act of vandalism
THK recentin slashing
the capltol at Washington for many years. In the photograph the cut made may be seen near th

before a magistrate and ask for 'an
order.' He sends them to the conciliation board, a permanent Institution for
mediation in all matters of judicial
If the officials of the conconflict
ciliation board find it ImpoaslbJe to
change the minds of the
the
latter are granted a separation order.
At the end of one year the ministry
of justice Is compelled to make the
divorce final If It Is demanded by
either husband or wife.
"Infidelity on the part of either husband or wife has been a ground for
divorce In Norway since 1680. It Is
still considered a crime, and the offender can be punished with penalties
and imprisonment on the request of
the other party. But few divorces are
nowadays obtained on this ground, the
couples preferring to come to an
agreement and give no reason for
their request for a divorce. In 1910
of the 30ivorces 237 were granted
on the grounds of separation de facto,
131 by mutual consent, eleven on the
ground of insanity, two for bodily unfitness and only nine for infidelity.
"After separation jyid divorce the
common property Is divided equally
between the husband and the wife."

"-
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The Dog Is this a free concert?
The Cat (pausing la his contented
tonologue) No, I get so much pur.
f

"So you were given an

I

His Exact Sort.
"What kind of a glass
did Ophelia consider Ham
loug as she called him Loi
I Huppose
she considered 1

is youth;
epting it
employe

"but I made a mistake I
f had less worry as a reg
than as a minority stocl

Before ths Scrap.
fashion
"Why are you rushing around so to"As
Hamlet, day?" "I'm trying to get something
"Had any offers?"
a peer for my wife.

?"

Iou'svllle

Courier-Journal-
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Hold-U-p

An Oppressive Trust.

Before the Coffee Roasters' Association, in
at Chicago on Thursday, Thomas J. Webb,
of Chicago, charged that there is in existence a
coffee combine which is "the most monstrous
in the history of human commerce."
There is very-slig- ht
exaggeration about this
Statement It comes very close to being literally
true. There is a coffee combine in Brazil, from
which country comes the bulk of the coffee used
In the United States, which is backed by the gov
ernment of Brazil and financed by it, which com
pels American consumers, aa Mr. Webb said, "to
pay famine prices for coffee when no famine)
ion

exists."
The worst thing about this is that the consumers of the United States have been compelled to
put up the money through which this combine,
to further cinch them, has been made effective.
There were formerly revenue duties imposed upon
all coffee entering the United States. Those taxes
were denounced as an imposition upon the people;
as taxing the poor man's breakfast table, and the
like.
The taxes were removed.
Immediately
thereafter Brazil imposed an export dutv upon
conee up 10 tne run amount; 01 tne rormei customs
The revenue which fortaxes in this country.
merly went into the treasury of the United States
was diverted to the treasury of Brazil. The poor
man's breakfast coffee continued to cost him the
same old price.
The
But this was only the commencement.
"valorization" plan was evolved in Brazil.
Through this plan the government, using the revenues derived from the export duties for the purposes, takes all of the surplus crop in a season of
large yields and holds it off the market, thus
keeping the supply down to the demands of the
market and permitting the planters to receive a
much higher price than they would other ise
have done.
The United States consumes wore Brazilian coffee than does the rest of the world. We are the
best customers of Brazil, and Brazil buys little
from us. Now Brazil is promoting, financing and
maintaining a trust designed, and working effectively for the purpose, to compel American
to pay an exorbitant price for the coffee
they use. what is the remedy T BtatiU Po$t-- I
UUitjencerNot. 19, 1911.
con-sum-

Standard statistics of the coffee trade
show a falling off in sales during the last
two years of over two hundred million
pounds. Authenticated reports from the
Postum factories in this city show a
tremendous increase in the sale of Postum
in a like period of time.
While the sales of Postum invariably
show marked increase year over year, the
extraordinary demand for that
breakfast beverago during 1911 is
very likely due to a public awakening to
the oppression of the coffee trust.
Such an awakening naturally disposes
the multitude who suffer from tne ill
effects of coffee drinking to be more receptive to knowledge of harm which so
often comes as a result of the use of
the
coffee. Bo
Crtek
well-kno-

e,

Muting NacilXtc

19, 1911.

POSTUM

is a pure

a

In

made of the field grains, with
pleasing flavour not unliKe high grade Java.
food-drin- K

A Big' Package
About U lbs. Costs 25 cts.
At Grocers
Economy to one's purse is not the main reason
for using Postum.
It is absolutely free from any harmful substance,
such as "caffeine" (the drug in coffee), to which so
much, of the nervousness, biliousness and indigestion of today are due. Thousands of former coffee
drinKers now use Postum because they Know from

experience the harm that coffee draining causes.
Boil it according to directions (that's easy) and
it will become clear to you why

"There's a Reason"
Postum Cereal Company, Limited, Battle CreeK, Michigan,

mill
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All housekeepers who have to
count the pennies in their household
expenses have to use up the remnants,
and the manner of so doing marks
them as artists or otherwise. Often!
a dish may be made over and be more
tasty and attractive than it was on!
Its first appearsnro
A few tablespoonfuls of oartned or
preserved fruit, too little to be used
on the table, may be combined with
orange or lemon, molded by adding;
gelatine and served as a dessert or
a salad. Such a dish may be made
especially 'dainty with a little care,
and the expense is scarcely nothing.
A pint Of boiled custard left over
from yesterday's dinner, a saucerful
of canned pears, an equal quantity of
other fruit and a half cup of cream,
sweetened and flavored, more if necessary, may be frozen into a delicious
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HOUSEHOLD SANITATION.
hear much of the dust enemy
and we should hear and heed the repeated warnings given na In regard to
the evils of dust. The children in
our schools today wilt know much better how to keep clean, sanitary
houses than did our grandmothers,
providing they follow the teaching. A
grain of dust- loo small to be noticed
by the unaided eye may be the abode
of hundreds, of microbes which can
cause us trouble. The vacuum cleaner Is doing good work to wipe out
dust and keep us free from sunn exposure to disease, but where one may
have the advantage of a cleaner hundreds of thousands are obliged to
wield the broom and dustcloth.
When sweeping. It Is beat to have
a damp broom and something like
dampened paper or lea leaves to keep
the dust from flying. One can by a
little planning keep and dry the tea
leaves, moistening them as needed.
In sweeping a carpet, a good plan Is
to sweep and take up the dunl from
each breadth
or two, Instead of
spreading It all over the room.
It la muoh more sanitary, besides
much easier, to have rugs and bare
floors. The rugs can be ta'
outside
and cleaned and the floors wiped, so
that the room is free from dust.
The dust cloth Is another useful article to consider; those patented affairs that have some kind of oil in thu
weave are good because they hold the
dust and keep it from scattering
back to the floor. When using an ordinary cloth, It may be dampened
slightly v.Mh furniture polish and it
will hold the dust much better.
Ventilation of the home is another
important matter.
Cold air is not
necessarily pure, and our lungs need
freth, pure oxygen in order to make
and keep pure, good blood.
Those
who sleep In unalred, unventllatod
bedrooms to save the fuel bill are
piling up a good fat bank account for
the family doctor as well as making
No
future suffering for themselves.
body unfed by fresh air can withstand
disease, and the little busy microbes
get In good work on such a host.
W

perfume comes
d
flow
from
ers
And fruits give out their wine wltiiln
the press.
So human souls shine out. In darkest hours
And blossom In distress,
Aboye the tide of suffering and pain,
Their spirit's song leaps upward, sweet
and clear,
Telling of summer sunshine after rain.
Of trust and hope and cheer.
8 PRECIOUS

close-crushe-

A

FI3H DINNER.

The favors fOr'a fish dinner may be
especially attractive, and one who is
at ail Ingenious can originate many
new things. 1'retty bon-boboxesjnay
be had of paper in the form of fish,
and candles of fish forms may be purchased for those small boxes. The little Japanese water flowers In the
form of fish may be dropped into the
finger bowls to unfold and delight
young and old.
Favors of fans decorated with fish
and a place tor the name may he
made on them; Ideas will coma as one
plans for the event
The center piece may be a low dish
of ferns or small flowers with rushes.
Fish Tlmbales. For these choose
fish, free it from
a firm wake-fleshebones and chop fine, then pound to a
pulp. Pres the pulp through a fine
sieve, and to each cupful add a half
teaspoonful of salt, a dash of cayenne and the whit" of an egg. Stir in
enough thick sweet cream, about a
tableapoonful, to make of the right
consistency; test by dropping a small
hit Into boiling water and cook gently
for three minutes; break open, and if
toe dry add a little more cream. Have
ready some buttered flgh molds, fill
and stand them In a pan of hot water
to cook in the oven. Cover with buttered paper and cook from fifteen to
twenty minutes. Turn out and garnish with parsley.
Grape Ice. A delicious grape Ice is
made by boiling together a pint at
water and a pound of sugar for five
minutes. Cool and add a plut of grape
Juice and the juice of a lemon. If the
Juice is sweet lees sugar should be
n

d

used.
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The Kind You Have
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6io Planer Knives,
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MAKING.

Why He Couldn't Sit Down.
Harry, aged six, Is an orphan; but
an indulgent grandmother and kind
maiden aunt have taken care of him.
he first pair of knickerbockers were
secured recently, and It was a proud
moment for the boy when his aunt
put them on him on Sunday morrlng
and he was permitted to go to church
Naturally
with
his grandmother.
maiden aunts know very little about
the arrangement of knickerbockers,
and there was a suspicious fullness in
front and an equally mystifying tightness in the back to be observed, as
the little chap trudged happily along.
In church Harry sat dowh, but did
not appear comfortable and stood up.
"Harry, sit down," whispered his
grandmother. He obediently climbed
back on the seat, but soon Blipped off
again. "Harry, you must sit down."
"Grandma, I can't. My pants Is choking me." She looked more closely
thnn her dim sight had before permitted, and discovered the new little
knickerbockers were on hind side before. Harry stood up during tho remainder of the service.
Welcome.
It was three o'clock on a cold and
frosty morning, and the weary cyclist
hud still many miles to go.
Passing through a lonely village he
saw a lighted window. Perhaps, he
thought, he might be able to get
something to eat and drink. So he
knocked.
"Who's there?" came a gruff voice
from within.
"A traveler," the cyclist replied in
clear tones.
Back like a shot came the answer:
"Then travel!"
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Headache

KING ICE PLOWS
The making of cakes as well as the POLAR (20
$J5
through
passed
has
of
bread
making
.130
.
a period of evolution. For the busy
is but one of the many signs that tell of the poisons
With Guide Add K.(
housewife who finds it necessary to Ton- s- efSBBaMHssBssT
Send
in your blood, clogging up your system, because of
For
do the bulk of the work and in most haws, HmmtamtBim
constipation. Many other symptoms are the direct
Catalog
cases all of the household work, be- Burs. Jm&lSBiw&-jresult of this condition.
sides sewing, It seems expedient that C. A. HUES & CO., 2431 W. 14th St. Chicago
THE TRUTH ABO'JT BLUING.
she use the utmost economy of effort
A lazy liver leaves in your system all sorts of
The
in accomplishing her duties.
No Jury.
lingering poisons, which it should have filtered out,
Talk No. 6.
process of cake making has always
"Didn't you give that man a Jury
No thoughtful person uses liquid
so there is no use treating the symptoms, unless you
been one of much time. During re- trial?"
cent years of experiment in our cook"Look here," said Broncho Bob, blue. Half cent's worth of blue, a
first
relieve the condition of constipation itself, which
ing school laboratories, we find that "there ain't a big lot
men In this large bottle filled with water and the
is
largely
the result of a lazy liver. For headache,
good cake, as good as the old methWe couldn't possibly git delusion is complete.
settlement.
Always
BVLL
CROSS
buy
RED
backache,
biliousness, indigestion, rheumatism, mod, may be made with much less ex12 of 'em together without startln' a
pense of time, and materials. When fatal argument about somethln' that BLUE. It's all blue. Nothing but
tired
laria,
feeling, pimples, blotches, yellow com- butter is 40 cents a pound it is some had nothln' whatever to do with the blue. Makes beautiful white clothes ail plexion, etc., you are urged to try
like new ASK YOUR GROCER.
comfort to know by actual test that cae."
we may have cake on our tables withExcept
You will notice that the man who is
out mortgaging tho farm.
IN AGONY WITH ITCHING
always talking about how hard he
when used warm, cakes that are
or
had to work when he was young Is
shortened with lard, snowdrift
"About four years ago I broke out usually behind with his work now.
other pure and odorless fats cannot
be told from those made with butter. with sores on my arms like bolls. AfAT, ARIA
It Is always necessary to remember ter two months they were all over my ro mm
171 L.D UP THE SVSTFM
Pure, reliable, strictly vegetable, this popular
that the required amount of salt body, some coming, and some going Tuao tho 'Jlil
iarrt (illu LfiU TABTK1.KSS
should be utted, otherwise the taste. of away. In about six months the bolls
liver
remedy has been in successful use for more
It ! simply Ouljmic
the cake will be flat, stale and unprof- quit, but my arms, neck and body stlinwl
tuna, an the wo.t oflTouim
a u
70
years.
than
SO
people
and
cent
cblldiea.
broke out with an Itching, burning
itable.
Mrs. Hannah Wieneke, of Otterville, 111., says:
The amount of shortening to be rash. It would burn and Itch, and
Looking Upward.
used depends upon the rake, a half come out in pimples like grains of
"From the time I was 10 years old, I had very bad
(In 1999) "Marie, bring out the
s
of a cup is sufficient. wheat I was in a terrible condition;
to
sick
headaches, quite often, and at times, I was sim- up
aeroambuiator,
baby
take
I
and
for
old
my
could not sleep or rest. Parts of
method
When using butter the
ply blind. An old lady came to our house, and in- was first to give the butter a good flesh were raw, and I could scarcely an airing." Judge.
creaming until soft and waxy then bear my clothes on. I could not lie
duced me to try Thedford's Black-Draug- ht
In a
Thousands of Consumptives die every
add the sugar gradually, a process ex- in bed in any position and rest. In
em
little while, I was all right It simply saved my life, m
i.nsuniption results from a negNow the
about a year the sores extended down
ceedingly slow.
ld on the lungs. Hamlin Wizard
and I can't praise it enough."
cook when she is extravagant enough to my feet. Then I suffered agony ated
jil will cere the-- e colds. Just rub it into
to use butter warms it by gentle heat with the burning, Itching sores. I
cheat and draw out the inflammation.
Ask for Thedford's.
You will never regret
until It is melted, then adds powdered could hardly walk and for a long time
At
all
drug stores. Price 25 cents.
The total fire loss for the year 1911
sugar which costs Just a cent more I could not put on socka.
for a cake, and she has a cake which
"All this time I was trying every- is expected to total at $200,000,000 In
can be compared favorably with any thing I could hear of, and had the skill the United States and Canada.
CCA
creamed butter cake. The fact that of three doctors. They said it was
the butter can be melted and the eczema. I got no benefit from all
sugar added saves much time in the thia. I was nearly worn out, and had
making.
given up in despair of ever being cured Clorirwrcgoodabnghterandfaatercolorsthananyotherdye.
One 10c packan colors all fibers.
dye In cold water better than
dve Vna.
dye any garment without lipping apart. Write lm tree booklti How to Dye, Bleach and Ml Thev
Colors. MONBOt PBUGwffAN yV Qqiacy.
A portion of cake in a serving li
when I was advised by a friend to try
equal to a glass and a half of milk or Cutlcura Remedies. I purchased Cutl-ourSwallowing Glory.
three eggs in food value, so that cake
Soap, Ointment and Resolvent,
The lltle daughter of a
la not entirely a food accessory, but and used exactly as directed. I used
Baltimore clergyman recently startled
a real food in the menu.
the Cutlcura Remedies constantly for
In malting butter for cake care four months, and nothing else, and waa the family while at breakfast by sudThis paper is printed from ink made in Savannah, Ga. by
should be taken that It does not get perfectly cured. It is now a year, and denly exclaiming:
"I'm full of glory!"
the SOUTHERN OIL & INK CO., Savannah, Ga. Price 6 cents
too hot as butter fat decomposes I have not had the least bit since. I
"What on oarth do you mean,
when heated and la thus less digestiam ready to pralre the Cutlcura Remper
pound, F. O. E. Savannah. Your patronage solicited.
child?" the father hastened to ask.
ble.
edies at any time. (Signed) E. U.
"Why,"
exclaimed the youngster, "a
Cate, Exile, Ky., Nov. 10, 1910.
Hunbeam just got on my spoon, and
Although Cutlcura Soap and Oint- I've swallowed it."
garcUm seeds la U worl- d- .
A I
ment are sold by druggists and dealers
era, ureases, Oats. Rra Bar. -W
.... --Teverywhere, a sample of each, with
TO Ct HK A COLD IN NK DAT
Devotion.
k t h.L
BROMO
Uuililo
Tablets.
book, will be mailed free on 'Taaa UAXATIVl
Wbr Boktrv In IMS
When the doctor called to see the
I!HS5?.i r f u nI money It IV taila toKkj.cure. hi. W,
JOMW A. aVMJUl tttO OOMf AWY,
i4!uuture iauu ucli tioa.
application
agpo.
to
"Cutlcura,"
Dept.
L,
Wit,
Create.
gays
baby. Its mother,
U
the Baltimore
Boston.
Telegram, Informed him that the medPAAktkt'S
Some people get so accustomed to
icine left for the Infant the day ber
HAIR BALSAM
Even w
have nothing to looking on the bright side that they
fore was all gone.
CI mum I aaaaaautiAas taa seat.
tdfjRrwA iSifc
?o, Ww al
do some
PromutsM
in't veem to do it caa't see the other side at all.
1U .lit RUI .tu.
v 7 b,., il,,. Write
"Impossible!" declared the surprisTVWaV
V J M I
Vails tu Beaton drear
tot
priM lut
wki,
gracefully.
OolorT
iplte
MfaV HMfrMrm
Bair
Youthful
ftuti rihrtMN.
ed physician. "I told you to give him
Oane aeelp dieMaaa a hair tailing.
SSSm
Mrs. Wtaatow's Boothln
a teaspoonful once an hour "
Syrup for Children
wis' Single Binder cigar teething-- , softeoe the gums, reduce Inflasnna-lisa- ,
"Yea, but John and mother and I
DsCishrtgs)at,ffMl
w quality.
Uj. pain, cures wind colic, Ho bottle.
and the nurse have each bad to take
aaWaaaeltH.
Bronchial
a teaspoonful, too, In order to get baby
Most of life's
The coclal whirl has made many a EOecUre for Coughs and Bora
tragedies
Tbroat No oiaahaa.
to take it"
re merely comedies.
i;lrl gifdy.
Baupia trM. jtuiLfla0.B A8oji
w. N. U., Oklahoma City. No.
'
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When He Quit
"Somebody really ought to get out
There are many people who have a the society vote." "I once tried to
strong objection to have anything campaign among the Four Hundred,
served to them that has appeared on but I heard one woman tell her maid
the table before. Anything hashed or not to let any strange politicians klsa
reheated seems especially objectiona Fldo, and then I quit"
LEFT-OVER-

Act9

Sugr.r-roated-

,
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Z
Z
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PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

a

well-know- n

Special Offer to Printers

SE EDS

S

I

i

VBinB

Hoods
Sarsaparilla

directly and peculiarly
and bowels.
ilfference that exlsi s between the
,
:
Easy to take
tiny granul
on the blood; purifies, enriches
sstic standard of oung married as candy.
en of today and th ae of the pact
and revitalizes it, and in thi
sen being
There's a difference
ration. How did he women of
way builds up the whole sy
middle class of a generation or ur'ftil and being used.
li
tem. Take it. Get it today.
ago manage when they sould not
a lot of man not to
In nsual liquid form or chocolate coated)
P helpT
Following Is to i answer
It la the
!
tablets called Snrnntnb.
pet ad unci
lot
ted from a Companion el
rhey lived according to their
BTCE bow enneh better It
did
enakaa tiie baiting
standards, and they knew much less
more nnl-- H about the science of bringing up chilSEE bow xnneh
form In quality
dren. They had no special style to
SEE bow par how good keep up; gave the children a weekly
bath; kept the table set between
SEE how economical and meala; did not serve their meals in
courses, but put all the food on the
For Infants and Children.
SEE thai yon get Calumet table at once; confined their social
affaiia to evening calls and parties,
church suppers, at which they
m.
a
wore the same black silk dress for at
iH'uvur m
least two seasons; in short, every
woman did only what ahe could, and
her friends made it easier for her by
ALCOHOL-- 3 PEH CENT
doing likewise." '
XVrf etabte Preparation Tor As

ETTER be small and shine
than to be great and caBt a

CAKE

Wanted "Mill- - Supplies.
see that you deal in mill

TIMES

PILft

We

. Everyone ought to be an enthusiast In
-- W. Gladden.
his calling.

STRENUOUS

,

.

dessert

Many such combination will suggest
themselves to the thinking, saving
womah. Scraps left from frying out,
fat, If put through the meat grinder,
'may be added to cornmeal mush, and
when cold out in slices and fried.
This Is scrapple, and makes a highly
nutritious dish.
Mince meat is a splendid receptacle
fcr saving little bits of preserves, orange marmalade and such frutts, added to the mince meat, they make a
vast Improvement.
Oatmeal, rice and farina when add-to griddle cakes and gems or muffins are always an improvement on
the plain dish.
Pieces of beef steak cut in small
pieces and onion added, with water,
make an acceptable stew, which may
be pieced out with dumplings and be
sufficient for the main dish of a
meal.
It Is the wise housewife who
watches for. the little wastes, and is
able to make good things out of food
that others throw away.
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Explanation of the Difference Between Domestlo Standards Now
Those of Long Ago.
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Years of this instument.
Article 7The Directors of the Corporation who are to act for the first
three months are four in number,
all of whom are residents of the
state of New Mexico, and their
names Post Office addresses are
as follows:
John W. McCarty. Clovis. New
Mexico; Edwin S. Claiborne,
Clovis New Mexico; W. L. Mansfield. Clovis, New Mexico; C. C.
Baker, Clovis. New Mexico.
il
To acquire the good will, rights
Article K
and property of all kinds, and to
Thnt ihc officers of the
undertake the whole or any part
Corporation
the first three
of the assets and liabilities of months of forexistance
shall be
its
any person, firm, association or as foliows;
corporation, and to pay for the
John W. MeCarty, of CloviB,
cash,
Corpstock of this
same in
New Mexico, president; W. L.
oration, bonds or otherwise;
Mansfield, of Clovis, New MexTo borrow money, and to make ico, Vice President; Edwin S.
and to issue notes, bonds, de- Claiborne, of Clovis. New Mex-co- ,
bentures, obligations and other
Secretar and Treasurer.
evidence of indebtedness, of all
Article 9
kinds, whether secured by morThe power to make and alter
tgage, pledge or otherwise, withfixing the number i!
out limitation as to the amount, Directors, providing for the
and to secure the same by mor- management of the property of
tgage, pledge or otherwise.
Corporation, the regulation and
To make and perform agree- government of
its affairs, the
ments and contracts of every transfer of its stock, and other
kind and description;
f
whirh th Cnrnorntion
To purchase, hold, sell assign, has power to make under the
transfer, mortgage, pledge, or laws of the State of New Mexico,
otherwise dispose of the shares is hereby conferred upon the
of the capital stock, or bonds.se-curitie- s Board of Directors, acting by
or evidences of indebt- the affirmative vote of a majoredness, created by any other ity of the whole Board, but any
corporation or corporations, per- such
made by the Board
son or persons, firms, of the state of Directors, under the power
of New Mexico, or any other hereby conferred, may be alterstate or territory, districts ot ed or repealed by the Stockpossessions of the United States holders. And, as author, by the
of America or elsewhere, as to laws of the state of New Mexall matters herein enumerated, ico, any action which requires
and while the owner of such the consent of two thirds of the
stock, to exercise all the rights, stock, at any meeting, after
power and privileges of owner- notice to them given, or requires
ship, including the right to vote their conset in writing to be filed,
thereon, and to, in the manner may be taken upon the consent
rrovided by the laws of the state given and filed by the holders of
of New Mexico, guarantee the two thirds of the stock, in perpayment of the debt and interest son, or by proxy ; Provided that
of any bonds, securities or a majority in interest of the
evidences of indebtedness of any stockholders represented in oer-so- n
corporation, firm or person, and
or by proxy, at any such
meeting,
to secure the same by mortgage
shall constitute a quoor deed of trust of the property rum.
and franchises of this CorporIN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
ation,
We have hereunto set our hands
To do all and everything necr and seals, this 1st day of Februes6ary, suitable or proper for the ary, A. D. 1912, at Clovis, New
accomplishment of any or all of Mexico.
(seal)
the purposes or attainments of johnw. Mccarty
s.
(seal)
any one or more of the objects edwin
claiborne
w. l. mansfield
(seal)
herein enumerated.
c.
c.
(seal)
baker
It is the intention that the objects secified and contained in Territory of New Mexico )
(3)
shall,
this article three
) SS.
except where" otherwise expres)
County of Curry
sed, be in no wise limited, or reI hereby certify that on this
stricted by reference to, or inday of February. A. D. 1912,
1st
terference, from the terms of
me personally appeared
before
any other clause of this, or in
W. McCarty, Edwin S.
John
any other article in this certifClaiborne, W. L." Mansfield and
icate of incorporation, but that
C. C. Baker, to me personally
the objects specified in each of
known to be the persons in and
the clauses of this Article shad
who executed the foregoing inbe regarded as independent ar
strument, and acknowledged to
tides.
me that they had signed and exArticle 4
ecuted the same as their own
The amount of the total author free act and deed.
ized Capitol Stock of the CorporIN WITNESS WHEEOF, I
ation isthe sum of TenThoujand have hereunto set my hand and
($10,000. 00) Dollars. The num- affixed my official seal this, the
ber of shares into which the day and date first above written,
,same is divided is One Hundred at Clovis. Curry County, New
(100); And the par value of Mexico.
each Share is One Hundred (seal)
Myron Boyle,
And the
($100.00) Dollars.
Notary Public.
amount of the capital stock with My Commission Expires March
which it shall commence business 22; 1913.
is Ten Thousand ($10,000.00)
ENDORSED, No. 7069.
Dollars.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6 Page 148.
Article - 5

furnish abstract of title to lands
with in the state of New Mexico,
to any person or persons, firm or
corporation;
W. J
iDlTOR.
To locate, acquire by purchase,
Pttbi.ishrr exchange, on commission or
A. L
otherwise, townsites, and to plat
into lots, blocks, acreage, and
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
' as may be prac.50 ticable, and to sell, mortgage,
Six Months
lease, rent, or Improve any such
"
mm
townsite or any

The Clovis News

-

s,

"

Mexico,
of New
CorporOffice of the State

State

ation Commission.
''RTIFICATE OP COMPARISON
I

georok w. armijo, Clerk of

the State Corporation Commission of the sfate of New Mexico,
do hereby certify that there was
filed for retrA'd in this office at
TjWl o'clock A.' "M. on the Third
day of February, A. D. 1912.
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

of

tht

MANSFIELD-CLAIBORN-

E

COMPANY.
Number 7069., and
also, that I have compared the
following copy of the same, with
the original thereof now on file,

and declare it to be a correct
transcript therefrom and of the
whola thereof.
In Testimony Whereof, I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed
the 3eal of said 'Commission, at
the City of Santa 'Fe, the Capital on this: Third day of February, A. D. 1912.
GEO. W. ARMIJO,

sealI

articles of incorporation
o- f-

MANSFIELD-CLAIBORN-

E

COMPANY

THE UNDERSIGNED,
for ourselves, our successors and
assigns, have and do hereby
sociate 6tirsejves together for the
purpose of forming a CORPORATION under the laws of the
STATE of NEW MEXICO, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
and we hereby do certify and
declare as follow? ;
1
Article
The name of the Corporation
is; -- THE MANSFIELD-CLAIBORNWE,

--

,

E

COMPANY.
A

rticle

2-

;

-

The location of its principal
ofricin the state of New Mexico is at the city of Clovis, Curry
county, New Mexico, and the
aame of the agent therein and
in charge thereof and upon whom
process against the Corporation
may be served is W. L. MANSFIELD, Clovis, Curry county,

Ntw Mexico.
Article 3 -object
or objects for winch
Tha
is formed are,-- To
Corporation
the
buy and hell real estate, for
the purpose of locating, laying
out, improving towuqitefc, buying
and selling real estate, including
th sale and conveyance of the
in lots, blocks,
ions, or other wise, and to plat
and put on additions totownsites
already established and to sell
nnd transfer the same,, or. any
part thereof, with the right to
own and hold real estate for investment, or otherwise, to sell,

nine

sub-div- is

assign, transfer, rftortgage,
rent, or otherwise deal in
or dispose of real estate whether
improved or unimprovedjtp prect,
build, construct, and alter houses
or other buildings, or structures
on real estate belonging to the
corporation, and to hold the same
for investment, or sell, rent, hire
or otherwise turn the same to
account.
To conduct and do a" genaral
Insurance business, and solicit
and write Insurance, both fire,
tornado, wind, hail. life, accident,
and sick or insurance of any
othVr kind or description, and
maintain and establish branch
agencies therefor, and to do all
other things that may be necessary in connection therewith,
not contrar to law.
To do a general Abstract of
Title business, and make and
con-va-

.

y

by-law-

s,

Itv-lnu-

by-la-

Clerk, State Corporation
Commission of New Mexico.

the

sub-divisi-

y,

The names and post office addresser of the Incorporators, and
the number of shares subscribed
Vy each is;
john w. Mccarty. clovis,
Shares;
New Mexico, Thirty-thre- e
EDWIN S. CLAIBORNE, Clovis,
Shares;
New Mexico, Thirty-thre- e
Clovis,
W. L. MANSFIELD.
Shares:
New Mexico, Thirty-thre- e
C. C Baker, Clovis, New Mexv
ico, One share.
Article 6
The period of the duration of
the said Corporation is Fifty (50)

ARTICLES

OF INCORPORATION

-- Of

Bv W

County Clerk.
TsealI
Zf.rwfr

C

MANSFIELD-CLAIBORN-

E,

COMPANY,
Filed in office of State Corporation Commission, Feb. 3. 1912,
10 A. M. Geo. W. Armijo, Clerk,
Compared E. D. C. to J. J. O.
STATE of NEW MEXICO, )
)SS.
)
County of Curry.
I hereby certify that this instrument was filed for record on
the 5th day of February A. D.
1912, at 11:25 o'clock A. M., and

FIRST P
CHURt

Mexico; and C. Jackson, whose
postoff ice address is Clovis, New
Mexico, is hereby named and

New Mexico,
of
designated as agent of the cor- ration Comm
Corporof
State
Office
the
poration upon whom process in 10 A. M.
nrofipodintrs aerainst the corpora
ation Commission.
Comps
mav he served.

State

CERTIFICATE.

INCORPORATION

ceoroe w. armijo, Clerk of
the State Corporation Commis
sion of the State of New Mexico,
do hereby certify that there was
filed for rocord in this office at
Ten o'clock A. M. on the Third
My of February, A. D. 1912,
I,

OF INCORPORATION

ARTICLES

the

MANSFIELD-CLAIBORN-

WHEREFORE:

The incorpo-

o,

seac
STATE of NEW MEXICO

)
)

SS.

)
County of Curry.
I hereby certify that this instrument was filed for record on
on the 5th day of Feb A. D., 1912,
at 11:25 o'clock A. M., and duly
recorded in book 1 page 87 of the
records of INCORPORARION of
said county.

Awalt
County Clerk.

Zerwer

seal

Deputy.

New

Mexico.
Office of the State Corporation Commission.
of

CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON
I, GEORGE W. Armijo, Clerk

of the State Corporation Commission of the State of New
Mexico, do hereby certify that
there was filed for record in this
office at Ten o'clock A. M. on
dy of January.
the Thirty-firs- t
A. D. 1912.
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

D. C. to

III. i
which this corobjects
for
The
poration is formed are a? follows:
To worship God and disseminate
the Christian religion according
to the teachings and doctrines 11:4
of the Presbyterian church of
recor
the United States of America.

exico ss.

.!.

J. o,

,

count

The names and respective
addresses of the in- State Of
New Mexico
corporators are as follows: J. Office of
the State Corpora-tioFoster Scott Jr., Clovid, New
Commission.
Mexico: V. L. Griffin, Clovis,
New Mexico; D. Humphry, CloINCORPORATION CERTIFICATE
vis, New Mexico; C. Jackson,
I George W. Armijo, Cierk of
Clovis, New Mexico; and J. S.
Fitzhugh, Clovis, New Mexico. State Corporation Commissi w of
VI.
the stn'o New Mexic,!o h reby
This corporation shall exist for certify that there was filed for
a term of fifty years.
record in this office
A.M.
on the Thirty-firs- t
da
VII.
A.
1912.
e
January,
D.
The name and respective
addresses of those who ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
shall serve as trustees of the corCHURCH OF CLOVIS
poration for the first three
(No. 706b.
months of its existence, are as
follows: V. L. Griffin, Clovis,
WHEREFOR: The incorporaNew Mexico; D. Humphry, Clo- tors named in the said articles
vis, New Mexico; and C. Jack- and who have signed the snme,
and their successors and assigns,
son. Clovis, New Mexico.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we are hereby declared to be from
have hereunto set our hands this date until the Thirty first
day of January, Nineteen Hunand seals, this the twenty-fift- h
a Corporadav of January, in the year of dred and Sixty-twLord-Onby
the name and for the
Our
Thousand Nine tion
purposes set forth in said articles.
Hundred and Twelve.
In Testimony Whereof, I have
(Seal)
J. Foster Scott Jr.
V. L. Griffin
(Seal) hereunto set my hand and affixe'l
D. Humphry
(Seal) the seal of said Commission, at
C. Jackson
(Seal) the City of Santa Fe. the Capidnv of
J. S. Fitshugh
(Seal) tal, on this Thirtv-firJanuary A. D. 1912.
State of New Mexico
George W. Armijo,
County of Curry
'Oi-kCorporotion
State
On this 27 day of January, A.
Mexico.
of
New
D., 1912, before me personally
appeared J. Foster Scott Jr., V. tSeaUE
L. Griffin,
D. Humphry,
C.
Jackson and J. S. Fitzhugh, to State of New Mexico
ss.
me known to be the persons de- County of Curry
hereby certify that this inscribed in and who executed the
foregoing instrument and ac- strument was filed for record on
knowledged that they executed the 6th day of Feb. A. D. 1912.
same as their free act and deed at 11:45 o'ciock A. M., and duly
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I recorded in book 1, page 91 of
have hereunto set my hand and the records of Incorporation of
affixed my official seal, the day said county.
and year in this certificate first
A. L. Await
above written.
County Clerk.
Chas. E. Dennis
By W. C. Zerwer, Deputy.
n

(No. 7063.)

and also that I have compared
the following copy of the same,
with the original thereof now on
file and declare it to be a correct
transcript therefrom and of the
whole thereof.
in Testimony Whereof. 1 have
hereunto set my hand and affixed
the seal of said Commission, at
the City of Santa Fe, the Capday of
ital on this Thirty-firs- t

N

o,

st

;

Vm-missio-

n

I

I

Hard Times Prices
Shoes made to order, $5 up.
second hand shoes on hand.

Henry Van Vorst

The Old Cow Boy
Bootmaker

Boots $12 up. Also a good 1"'4W
All work guaranteed.
Wr
Back of Clovis National Bank-

A. D. 1912,

George W. Armijo,
Clerk, State Corporation Commission of New Mexico.

(seal)

articles of incorporation of
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH OF CLOVIS.
State of New Mexico
County of Curry
We. the undersigned citizens
of the United States and of Curry County, New Mexico, being
desirous of forming a private
corporation under and by authority of the laws of the State of
New Mexico, hereby associate
ourselves and have made, signed,
executed and acknowledged the
following articles of incorporation for that purpose:
I.
The name of this corporation

I

post-offic-

OF

.FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH OF CLOVISJ

January,

Clerk.

tion

postoffice

and who have signed the same,
and their successors and assigns,
are hereby declared to be from
this date until the Third day of
February, Nineteen Hundred and
Sixty-twa Corporation by the
name and for the purpose set
forth in said articles.
In Testimony Whereof. I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Commission, at the City of Santa Fe,
the Capitol, on this Third day of
February, A. D, 1912.
Geo. W. Armijo,
Clerk. State Corporation Commission of New Mexico.

State

1912;

orge W. Armijo,

E

rators named in the said articles

By W. C.

in, Jan.

This corporation shall have no
aurthorized capital stock.

COMPANY
(No. 7069).

A. L.

1

this state Endorsed No, 7063
tho ritv nt Vol 6 Page 147.
n

Awalt

A. L.

I

the

ilSBYTERIAN

duly recorded in book 1, page 81 shall
of the records of incorporation CHURC
of said county.

BEWARE OF SUDDEN ATTACKS

THAT MAY PROVE DEADLY.
YOU CAN SOON REPEL THE

MOST DANGEROUS

WITH

DR. KING'S
NEW DISCOVERY
THE MOST INFALLIBLE CURE FOR

COUGHS AND COLDS
WHOOPING COUGH
AND ONLY RELIABLE REMEDY FOR

THROAT AND LUNGS
PRICE SOe AND $1.00
OLD AND OUARANTCTD

ALL DRUGGISTS.

BY

j

w

Offical Acts Performed by Little Print Shops
U.S. Commissioners arc
of the West
Valid.
From out the little print shops
The impression now existing of the west is being sent the coin
that the admission of the state of phrase and story, that is
to the east, the north, the
to the Union had operated to effect the abolition of the Office of south, the story of the struggle
U. S. Commissioner is a wrong and the glorious promise that ever awaits the worker and tho
one.
The office of U. S. Commis- dreamer in this sun bathed Mecsioner has been in no way af- ca land. The farmer plows and
car-ryin- R

fected by the admission of the
state and official acts performed
by such Commissioners are as
valid now as they were at any
time in the past.

Notice to Homesteaders.
Compare your proof notice
with your papers. Look them
over each week, as type sometimes drops out. We're careful
as we can be, but four eyes arp
better than two. Of course the
serial number will bfi new, you
must trust us for that.

harvests with his very hands the
srrain that his new acres yield.
The fruit man prunes and waters
and in time, too, garners. But
the man in the little printshop,
o him is given the bearing of
the oi hers' message, to him is
trusted the telling of the tale.
He toils out in grimy letters the
wonderful story of achievement
not his own, but another's.
He makes it glow like the grains
gold, he tints it with the 'pink of
the blossoms, he touches it boldly with the scarlet flames of

Notice for Publication
Non-Co- al

Departmontof th
at Fort Sumnor. N.

Land.
Interior. U.S. Land Office

February 10. 1912.
hereby given that Edfsr 0. Whips,
M

Notice la
for the heira of John Whips, deceased, of Mel-roaNew Mexico who. on January 7. 1907, made
quarHomestead Entry. No 0209B for South-pa- st
Section 6. Township 4 north. Range
ter (SKI-1- )
13 East. N. H. P. Meridian has filed notice ot
Proof, to establ'. iV
intention to make Five-yec. aim to the land above described, before William
1). McPee. ProbateJudeeof Curry County. N. M .
at his office in Clo"is. N. M.. on the 26th dav of
March, 1M2.
James G. MeaClaimaat names aa witnesses:
ner and Ora O. Simmons, both of Melrose. N. M .
Reuben A. Millsap. Lester A. Dlckman, both oi
Clovls. N.M.
Arthur E Curron. Register.

Notice for Publication.
Land

Non-Co-

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
at Fort Sumner, N. M., February 1. 1912. Notice
is hereby given that Frank Culkirs. of Texlco.
N. M., who. on November

30,

made Home-

1908.

stead Ei.try. OHIO, for the Southwest quarter of
Section fi. TownshiyS North, Range 87 East. N.
notice of intention to
Proof, to establish claim
make Final Five-yeto the land above described, before W. O, McBee
Probate Judge for Carry County. New Mexico,
in his oftice at Clovis, N. M.. on tho 18th day of
March. 1912.
Albert Means.
Claimant names aa witnesses:
Albert Doolittle, William R. Badarmyier and
James G. Burton all of Texlco, New Mexico.
Arthur E- - Curren. Register.
M, P. Meri lian. has filed

Notice for publication.
Non coal land.

Notice of Contest.
Serial No. o6696. Contest 1024.
Department of the Interior. United 8tates Ind
Office. Fort Sumner. N. M. February 2, mt
To Elmer A Burge. of Texlco. N. M..
W.m areherehv notified that. Rewens J. Rohier
who gives Johnson' Arkansas as his post-offic- e
o.Mroaa rfi.Ir, Jinm rv 7 1 Bl I. file 111 hi. OlTtce
Mtritilv corroborated aonliettion to contest anil
secure cancelation of your Homestead bntry, seSect- rial Nn ftHMfi made June 8. 1908 forSE
lon28. Township 4 north. Range 36 Enst. N. M.
o
nrl aaorrnundu for his contest he al
leges that said Elm-- r A Burgo never established
residence upon said land nor cultivated or
umn That the. entrv wna matte for pur
poses of speculation, and that said entryman has
wholly and totally abandoned said Inna lor a per
iod of threo veers.
You are. therefore, further notified that the
said allegations will be taken by this office as
bavins been confessed bv vou. and vour said entry will be canceled thereunder without your
further right to be heard therein, either before
this office or on appeal, if you fail to file In this
pub-icatioffice within twenty days after the fourth
of this notice, as shown below, your
answer, under oath, specifically meeting and
responding to these allocations of contest, or if
ofrou fall to file within that time to file in this
copy of
fice due proof that you have served a
your answer on the said contestant either in
Is
person or by registered mail. If this service
your answer
made by the delivery of a copy of
proof of such ser-to the contestant in person,
written
....
contestant's
said
Km either the
VIVO
acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy.
affidavit
-- v..,i
the date of Its receipt, or the
delivery was made
of the person by whom the
stating when and where me copy
mall, proof of auch ser- u.,
II inaut: .1 ..l.tered
affidavit of the person
the
of
constat
must
vice
by whom the copy was imMieo.siat.uw
.
aud this
..
-- im.
o w ni,ieh
" It was mailed
tne post oiu'
postmast
affidavit must be accompanied by the
er's receipt for the letter.
name of
You fhould state In your answer the
no
the poet office to which you desire future
tice to IX sani u. jro.
n.,.I.te
"i- -.

Department of the Interior, U 8 land offloe at
Fort Sumner, ttl M. January 14. 1812.
Notice Is hereby given to the Public and especially to the State of New Mexico, that Sam M,
KIrby, of Texlco, N. M. who on June 26, 1910 made
.Altnur c.
H E. ser. No. 08144 for southwest quarter,
publication
section 32 township 4 North range 87 east N. Date of first
intention
M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
.. second
proof
estabto
make .final
hi
..
., third
before
lish claim to land above described
..
fourth
W. D. MeBee. County Judge of Curry County, N.
N. M. on the 20th
M., In his office, at Clovia.

Feb.

8.

fruit and leaf. 'He dares beyond
the vastest hop) in the heart of
the men whose efforts he depicts
he waters the deert, he builds
the church, the school, lie wid-

er industries, and long before
the heart of the doer is stirred
to its bravest attempt the heart
of tho dreamer has guided hi.
pen along future vistas till men
afarsee and wonder, and start
toward the setting sun. The
may seem feeble or too
strong, but in the soul of the
dreamer lies the very formation
of his wildest hope, and he meets
away and afar the desire that is
traveling toward him, and at
last together, the dreamer and
the doer stand in the realization
of what but one could clearly
hope' yet must leave to the other the doing. Oh little print-shop- s
of the west, close not your
precious mints of words, but
even though in clumsy fashion
the hope, the aspiration, the
great uplifting thought of home
and of progress that is or is to
To you is only left the telbe.
ling, rewardless though it often
seem, oh little printshops of the
west. - Josephine Foster.
re-citr-

iiy Meat Market
HOUK BROS. Prop,.

We keep constantly
on hand all kinds of

al

Havener Budget
Joe Fuller moved into his new
house, Friday.
John Magee finished plowing
50 acres this week.
Bertie Eshleman came out
Friday evening to visit his parents for a couple days, returning
to Clovis for school, Sunday.
Frank Magee and family returned from the Ridge, Friday.
E. H. Clawdon was a caller at
Havener, Wednesday.
D. V. Winn made a trip to Clovis, Wednesday, after goods for
the store,
W. H. Eshleman and family
visited at Frank Magee's, Sat
urday evening.

...Fresh and Cured Meats...
106

Money Talks
When prosperity is the

South Main Street

Telephone No. 33

sub- -

THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP

ject, the increased deposits
Bank prove that
C E. JUSTUS Proprietor
t prosperity is here again.
First ClasM Work. Hot and Cold Baths
f. Are you sharing in it?
If
not, it is possibly because
112 2 South Main St.
you are not doing business
in a business way.
Valley Teachers' As- program Will bi carried out in
We suggest that you open Pecos
connection with the other meetsociation Meets at Clovis
an account with us. Our
ing.
Valley
Teachers'
Pecos
The
officers
will
r,
gladly show you
On Saturday night will be held
Association meets at Clovls, Fri- the Declamatory Con t est. There
the benefit of such an
day and Saturday, Feb. 23 24th. will be two divisions rural and
0
Thursday, Feb. 22nd is a legal grades and the high school secholiday, but school boards will tion. There will be two gold
please allow school to be taught and two silver medals and more
on Thursday and take holiday than a dozen nice books given as
&
Each
on Friday so that teacher a can prizes in these contests.
school,
town,
is
or
allowed
rural
Among
attend
association.
the
CAPITAL $30,000.00
the educators expecting to be only one contestant in each diviCLOVIS.
N. MEXICO
here and address the teachers sion. We hope to make this one
are the following: Dr. C. M. of the most interesting features
Light, of Silver City Norma!; of the association.
Dr. F. H. Roberts, of Las VegAll school directors, patrons
Mr. Hickman has employed as Normal; Pres. R. B. Cousins, kind children are invited to atPete McDaniels to work on his State Normal at Canyon City, tend any and all of these meetwell which has been out of re- Texas; State Supt. Alvan M. ings. Let the citizens of Clovis
White, of Santa Fe; Supt. Tay- and Curry county unite in makpair for some time.lor of Demmg, and others. We ing this one of the most successalso expecting a good represen- ful meetings in the history of
Rev. I. H. Miller, an Elder of tation from Portales, KoswelL the association.
the Church of the Brethren, held Artesia, Carlsbad, Lake Arthur,
Mrs. A. J. Rodes is visiting
several meetings and a goodly Hagerman and the other Valley
number attended. He left yes- towns.
Mrs. Willoughbyat Yeso, N. M.,
terday for Nash, Oklahoma.
The Mothers' and Teachers' this week.
2
in this

1--

.

,

ac-tio-

n.

--

American Bank
Trust Company

-

1912.

five-ye-

w- -

"

,

day of March. 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses; Crummal H.
Delosier. Joe L. Qreear, Bertie Reed and Mortimer Y. Hubbard, allot Texico. N. M.
Arthur K. Curren, Register.

PROFESSIONAL

notice of Intention to make final Commutatln proof
to establish claim to the land above described,
before William J. Curren, U. S. Commissioner,
in his otHceal Clovls, N. M.. on the 26th day
of February 1912.
Claimant names aa witnesses:
Benjamin F. Moss. Lester M. Wood. Thomas F.
Bradley anr Claud M. Stead, all of Clovia N. M.
E

Curren. Register

Notice of Contest.
Serial No.OS69T. Contest 1036.
Department of the Interior. United States
Land Offloe, Fort Sumner. N. M.. February 2.
IS J 2.

To James D. Shaw of Texlco. N. M.. Con testae:
You are hereby notified that Roweaa J. Bobler.
whoglvea Johnson, Arkansas, aa his post-offiaddress, did on January 17, 1913. file In this off ice
to contest and sehis duly corroborated applloat
cure Che cancellation of your homestead, entry
No. Serial No. 06697 made June 3. 1908. for NE
Section 28. Township 4 north. Range 36 east.
N.M. P. Meridian, and as grounds for his contest
he alleges that the said James D. Shaw never established residence upon the land or cultivated or
improved same. That entry was made for purposes of speculation, and that enu yman has wholly and totally abandoned same for a period of
more than three years last past.
You are. therefore, further notified that the
said allegations will be taken by this office as
having been confessed by you. and your aatd
entry will be cancelled thereunder without your
furthei tight to be hoard therein, either bjfore
this office or on appeal. If you fall tonkin this
olllee within twenty days after the FOURTH
publication of this notice, as shown below, your
answer, under oath, specifically meeting and
respond Ing to these allegations of contest, or If
you fail within that time to Ale tn this office
due proof that you have served a copy of
your answer on the said contestant either In
person or by registered mall. If this service la
made by the delivery of a copy of your
to the contestant in person, proof of such
service must be either the said contestant' s
written aekowledgment of his receipt of the
opr. showing the date of Its receipt, or the affi
on by whom the delivery was
davit or
and where the copy wsa demade st
regulated mail, proof of such
ilvered;
t of the affidavit of the person
service
vas mailed stating when and
by whoi
licit it was mailed, and this
the post
affldavi
name of

the poi
publication Feb.

h

4

New Mex.

,8, 1.H2.

..
..

16.

..

.

..

,
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Start Right, and Stay
Right

J. B. WESTERF1ELD
...PHYSICIAN...

Office 1st North of First National Bank.
Phonea Office 153, Residence 269

L. A. DICKMAN, M. D.

Physician and Surj?eon
Office Opposite

Antlers Hotel

Phone 53.
I

Hit Glasses.

Do your banking with the old First
National. We want your business.

Dr. D. D. Swearingin
Physician & Surgeon.
make a specialty of diseases
of the eye. ear nose ana inrom
ana ntung smBaeo.
McBee Bid., opposite postoffice.
Res. 192.
Office phone 173
I

DR. W. G. DRAKE
PHYSICIAN

AND SURGEON

Phone 164
Office over Skidmore Drug Store

FRANK B. GRANT
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Practice in All Courts
Land Contest Cases Given Special Attention.
ffiee with J S. Fitzhugh.

tlcss to

d

w

CloviB

Non coal land.

Department of the Interior. V S Lead office at
vll . .
Ft. Sumner N. M. Jan. . 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Robert L. Whitehead,
f Clovls. N. M. who on November 10. MO.made
homestead entry, f 5938 for the North one half
Northwest quarter of ection 13. township 2 north
range 36 East N. M. P. Meridian has filed

Arthur

WILLIAMS

Attorneys-at-La-

Notice for Publication.

NS-D- 7

W.

H.

The First National Bank
Of Clovis

TO

RETAIN

MOISTURE

RA loINU
In

Question of Conservation
Prime Importance.

Is of

tnurb

UN

Normal Seasons, Flax Is On of
Best First Crops Corn Will Make
Fair Yield Ordinarily.

(By

Cultivation Not Only Aids by Preventing Evaporation But Also Keeps
Broken Surface That Catena
Snow and Rain.
Agricultural college men tall ui that
It takes 45 tons of water to grow a
bushel of wheat. Thirty bushels will
use twelve luches In depth over an
acre of land. For very obvious reasons, a twelve-Incrainfall would not
be enough moisture to mature a
crop If there were not some
moisture already In the ground. During the hot and windy days of summer evaporation might amount to
three Inches or more in a week. If no
means were used to prevent It At
this rate the whole year's precipitation might be lost In a month or two.
At the very beat, some of the soil
moisture Is bound to be lost
a rainfall of, say, twenty
Inches, during the year does not guarantee that the crop will have that
amount upon which to grow. Plow,
harrow, and pack as we may, the air
will pick up a good deal of the moisture that falls. When this work is
done poorly, a much larger percentage
of the precipitation
escapes.
The
question, then, of conservation of soil
moisture Is of prime Importance.
Practical conservation of the precipitation that reaches the soil in one
h

through-evaporatio-

bUU LAND

ratio Agrtcul-

-

Not all crops do ell upon such a
seed bed as sod land. Corn If a vac
riety adapted to the locality, will make
fair yields In ordinary seasons. The)
disk planter is better than the shoe
planter, as It easily penetrates the
soil. Thus It plants the seed In moist
soil at a uniform depth. Th corn Is
best planted In drills 18 to 23 inches
apart In the row and three and one-hal- f
feet between the rows. Sod corn
ni1 llttlp further cultivation It may
be harrowed at first.
In normal seasons, flax is one of the
best first crops for the sod land. The
sod Is prepared the same as for corn.
Tho flax may then be drilled in with
a press, single disk drill using from
26 to, 35 pounds of seed according to
quality Usually fiax should be plant,
ed about the middle of May.
Ml In Is a good feed crop for sod land
at altitudes below 6,600 feet. It Is
planted In drills six to eight inches
apart in the row.
corn
If the
planter Is not provided with proper
plates, blank plates furnished wtth the
planter may be used by drilling holes
properly sized and spaced.
For fodder, cane and Kaffir do well.
They are planted with the grain drill.
The holes not wanted must be covered
or stopped.
Stock melons and other melons
grow well as sod crops. When properly handled, potatoes will do something. Where mllo does well broom

GUINEA

POULTRY

BREED

FOR

TAKING CHANCES OTHERWISE.

DELICIOUS

Tou have
of guinea fowl, but
st one?
did you eve
If you like
the delicious flavor of wild game, especially the prairie chicken, you are
ure to enjoy a meal of guinea fowl.
When young, the guinea Is more
tender and more Juicy than the prairie
chicken, and Is far superior to any
other bird a a broiler or a fry.
When matured they can not be excelled
by any chicken for a pot roaat or pie.
EGGS Their flesh is rather dark, but fine

Leghorns Mature Quickly, Am Excellent Foragers, and Are the
Best Layer.

rather small, have a rich taste that
most persons like. There
an
demand fo guineas in the
If eggs are easier and cheaper to larger cities for restaurant trade.
produce than meat and bring a better There's profit In raising them.
Guineas are not so serviceable as
price, why are not the egg laying breeds
the ones to keep? says a writer in the hens when raised in close confinement,
but If allowed the run of the farm they
Poultry Journal.
The leghorns mature quickly, are will practically raise themselves, with
hardly any expense to their owners,
and will return a profit In both eggs
and meat. The guinea Is naturally a
wild bird, and will usually range In
the wildest part of the country, so that
it is usually difficult to find its nest.
If guinea and turkey eggs are set
at about the same time, and the
1

HANDY HOPPER FOR

good foragers, and

are the best of

POULTRY

Implement May Be Made of Galvanized
Iron or Wood, and Prevents
Waste of Feed.

Grand Male Bird, Leghorn.
lay-

ers the pullets often laying when five
months old. They stand confinement
well 'n winter. Owing to their great
activity, they are not so likely to
have indigestion and bowel troubles as
the larger breeds. As the LeghornB
are not so heavily feathered, they are
more easily kept free from lice.
Now that we can hatch and raise
chicks with Incubators and brooders,
Is it not the proper thing to have the
"egg machines," or the laying breeds,
also?
There are some noted strains of
Plymouth Rocks and White Wyan-dottethat are" heavy layers strains
built up by patient and painstaking
work in selection and breeding from
the best layers, so that they lay almost or quite as well as the leghorns.
The farmer has not the time to trap-nes- t
his hens and to secure his best
layers. And what Is the need of it,
when It is Just as natural for tho Leghorn to lay as It la for the Jersey cow
to give us cream?
One hundred Leghorns can be kept
on the feed and In the same amount
of space required for 76 Plymouth
Rocks, and I am sure the Leghorn
will give better returns in money.
Anyone with a decided preference
for a particular breed of fowls, as
he would enjoy them more and take
better care of them than of any other
breed. After experimenting with several breeds, the Leghorns are my
choice, and I have told why.

A handsome hopper for preventing
hens from wasting their food may
be made of galvanized iron or wood,
as shown in the illustration. The hop- -

form or another consists of preventing
its escape through evaporation by obstructing this process at the soil
Surface tillage that forms a
dust mulch !b the most pracMcable
means of doing this. This movement
of soil moisture to the surface, from
which point it is evaporated into the
air, is accomplished by means of a
physical law called capillarity.
The
disturbing of the soil at the surface
breaks up the capillary connection and
stops evaporation to a large extent
Hence, the value of surface cultivation. Numerous tests have shown
that frequent cultivation of the soil
in summer will prevent the evaporation of from seven to ten Inches of
water where the rainfall is not over
thirteen Inches. Thus, moisture that
otherwise might escape Into the air
is kept in the soil where it can be
used by the seed in hastening germination and in supplying water to the
growing plant. Cultivation not only
aids In conserving this moisture by
preventing its evaporation, but it also
prevents a broken surface which
catches the rain and snow. It performs the double service of both gathering and retaining the rainfall. If we
are to have thirty bushel wheat crops,
there are many sections in the west
where the question of moisture conservation must be given more careful attention.
sur-fao-

In

8emi-Arl- d

Region.

corn will grow ar.d Is a good crop for
those understanding its management
and culture.
If the sod has been prepared as for
corn and properly handled later by
giving a light disking and harrowing,
winter wheat may be seeded ?lth fair
prospects for fair returns.
After the sod crop the sod is backset. On the "hard" lands this should
be done deeply, 8 to 10 Inches or more
for best results. The plow Is then
followed the same half day with the
disk and harrow. The disk should be
used vigorously enough to compact
the soil, destroy all large open spaces
and reduce any lumps or sod chunks.
The harrow will pulverize the surface.
After this treatment the soil is ready
(If sufficiently moist) for adapted
crops. One of the largest Items of
success lies in keeping the soil moist.

Dry shocked sweet corn is

a good

feed for dairy cows.
SHELTER BELTS ARE USEFUL
In the dairy herd It pays to milk a

dairy cow not a
The dairy cow never tires of silage.
cause They interfere With MovePalatc.blllty is one of Its strong points,
ment of Wind Near Surface.
Comfort z neueBB&i-for the cow it
one would have her give the best re
In dry farming areas many farm- turns.
ers are troubled with soil blowing,
The cow that Is poorly fed and
sometimes to the extent of losing abused can never do
her ancestry1
their entire crop. In many sections Justice.
water comes within six feet of the
The dairy cpw is an
user
surface so that the roots of most of grains, bays, root economical
crops, forage
crops can reach moisture.
While crops and pasture.
there la a scarcity of water. It seems
A wooden pall should never be used
almost necessary to follow dry farm- as a milk pail.
It Is Impossible to
ing methods to be successful.
In
It as clean as it ought to be.
areas where soil blowing occur vari- keep
Never be stingy In the use of bedous methods might be followed to ding.
It adds comfort to the stock
mitigate the bad effects. But It Is
Improves
and
the condition of the
impossible
to
almost
eliminate them
land.
Altogether.
The amount of butter-fa- t
a cow proShelter belts do much to prevent
oil blowing because they Interfere duces depends on the ..mount of milk
with the movement of the wind near as well as upon the quality of the
the surface of the ground. While It milk.
The calf that Is expected to develop
requires time for shelter belts to develop it is possible to get the same Into a profitable cow must have the
effect by plowing small fields and leav- best chance to grow from the time It
ing the surface somewhat rough. It Is born.
Many a common far.ner who does
has been found that sandy soils blow
of
more easily than iieavler soils and not appreciate the possibilities
those that contain a considerable dairy cows is satisfied with just comamount of organic matter. The prac- mon cows.
Some farmers stand in their own
tice Is followed in some sections after
seeding the crop, to plow a furrow light by selling off the thrifty vouns
at two or three rod Intervals across stock that is worth Just as much to
interact the move-- r them as to the buyer.
the field. These
By clipping the hair from the flanks
ment of the air
the surface and
will do much t
steh drifting soli and thighs of the cow and cutting off
sin starting. It Is the switch Just below the bone it will
and prevent mon
grow a border of be easier to keep her clean.
Also a good plan
and lot it stand.
corn rather thlc
There are many separators through
It will act as a grove or hedge and out the country that are not kept In
will prevent, in a measure, soil
the best surroundings. The barn la
not always the most suitable place.
beef-anlma-

Do Much to Prevent Soil Blowing

Be-

HANDY FOR POULTRY

RAISERS

That's all the time it
takes for Oxidine to
"get busy" with a torpid liver, sluggish bowels and kidneys and a
weak stomach.
Tones and strengthens vital organs.
Try just one bottled

Hoax He Is exceedingly ill, but be
Is still holding his own.
Joax He ha to. There are two
doctors with him all the time.
Woman's Way.
woman's convention, eh? What
do women know about enthusiasm?
Now at the last natloral convention
we men cheered our candidate lor an
hour."
'That's all right" said his wife.
"We threw kisses at ours for sixty-eve- n
minute by the clock." Louisville Courier-JournaMA

OXIDINE
a bottle proves.
The Specific for Malaria. Cinib and
Fever and a reliable remedy (of

l.

all di scans due to disorder!
of liver, ajemach, bowel
and kidneys.

Man and Meter Both Unique.
A Kansas City man notified the gas
company that his meter was running
slow. Greater honesty hath no man
than this.

80c At
Can

Yoar Druggltt

saaasita nave oe.,
Waco. Tessa.

FAMILIES

MILLIONS

EJJXIRef SENNA

FOR COIDS AND HEADACHES, INDIGESTION AND SOUR
STOMACH. CAS AND FERMENTATION. CONSTIPATION AND
BILIOUSNESS. WrTH MOST SATISFACTORY RESULTS.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
IN THE CIRCLE

ON EVERY PACKAGE
i

OF THE GENUINE
i

THE WONDERFUL POPULARITY OF THE GENUINE SYRUP
OF FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA HAS LED UNSCRUPULOUS
MANUFACTURERS TO OFFER IMITATIONS. IN ORDER TO
MAKE A LARGER PROFIT AT THE EXPENSE OF THEIR
CUSTOMERS. IF A DEALER ASKS WHICH SIZE YOU WISH,
OR WHAT MAKE YOU WISH, WHEN YOU ASK FOR
SYRUP OF FIGS AND EUXIR OF SENNA, HE IS PREPARING TO DECEIVE YOU TELL HIM THAT YOU WISH THE
CENo'lNE, MANUFACTURED
BY THE CALIFORNIA FIG
SYRUP CO
ALL RELIABLE DRUGGISTS KNOW THAT
THERE IS BUT ONE GENUINE AND THAT IT IS MANUFACTURED BY THE CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO ONLY

s

Excellent Potato Field

THREE firsthours
dose.

ever-Increasi-

young divided into flocks, half guineas and half turkeys, when given to
the brood hen, the guineas wtll remain
with the other birds and will not be
nearly so wild as when kept alone.
The feed for young guineas may be
the same as for young turkeys. After
three weeks they may be put on free
range, feeding three time a day, with
plenty of fresh water. They do not
scratch like other fowls, and therefore
are safe to have in the garden.

A

J

3T

When Matured Bird Cannot Re
by Any Chicken for a Pot
Roast or Pit.

Cx-cP-

Mm
FAVORITE

MEAT

Poultry Hopper.

per proper is hung about the lower

box which may be emptied back into

the hopper when desired.

Sprinkle Incubator Eggs.
One of the experiment stations has
found that by sprinkling eggs during
the last three days of artificial incud
bation,
more eggs were
hatched, and the eggs that were
sprinkled from the third day on gave
about 10 per cent better hatch. Submerging the eggs did not seem to increase the hatch as much as sprinkling. It was also found tliat while
it Is easy to develop chicks in large,
thick-shelledark, Brahma eggs, it i
very difficult to get a good hatch.
one-thir-

NOTE THE NAME
F.IIIJ.I.11II1JI.MILIH.
iwiiii2fi.jLiraairWY':iiLiaiif I
PRINTED STRAIGHT ACROSS, NEAR THE BOTTOM. AND IN
THE CIRCLE. NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACKAGE. OF THE
GENUINE ONE SIZE ONLY. FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING
DRUGGISTS
REGULAR PRICE 60c PER BOTTLE.

jp
MINIATURE

PICTURE

WrACKACX

SYRUP OF FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA IS ESPECIALLY
ADAPTED TO THE NEEDS OP
LADIES AND CHILDREN. AS IT IS MILD AND PLEASANT GEf TLE AND EFFECTIVE, AND
ABSOLUTELY FREE FROM OBJECTIONABLE INGREDIENTS.
IT IS EQUALLY BENEFICIAL
FOR WOMEN AND FOR MEN. YOUNG AND OLD FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.
ALWAYS BUY THE GENUINE.

California

Fig

"And Again, My Brethren."
A certain small girl, wearily listening to a long sermon by a renowned
cleric who had an odd habit of draw-

Syrup Cq

mt
YtJSboVPalisIuSii

ing in his breath with a curious whisLittle Device for Carrying Egg May
tle, whispered to her mother that she FINEST QUALITY
LARGEST VARIE I
Be Made out of Ordinary Lath
wanted to go home. The mother, exThnf tnnet every requirement tor cleaning SJ
No Sentiment In Hen.
aolklilnf shoes ot all kinds and color.
Nailed Together.
pecting
the
discourse
to
momenend
There is no sentiment In a hen. Her
tarily, refused permission. The third
Here Is a device for carrying eggs only object In life Is to get enough to time this happened the mother mureat.
given
If she Is
that and a warm,
where they are delivered to customers
in the child's ear that the
house to sleep In at mured
In the city, writes A. J. Magee in the
preacher would soon stop now. But
night
a
dry,
place
sheltered
winin
Farm and Fireside. It Is made of orthe child, nervous and despairing, andinary plastering lath planed smooth ter, she will do the rest
swered her in a high falsetto:
and nailed together with small nails.
"No, mother, he is not going to
Two strips are nailed together in
Btop. I thought so now for three
for each corner. The bottom
times, but he has gone and biowed
Is made of thin board nailed to narrow
himself up again!"
strips on the insjrie of each side. The
able piece of wood as a handle. The
The annual per oaplta Ore waste in
Watch the hens for Huperflunus fat.
carrier can be made to hold any num-baEurope averages 88 cents, while in
poultry
The
business Is not all
is made of heavy wire with a sult-be- r
the United States It amounts to 2.61. OUT BDOI the only ladle ahoe dreaaln
of cartons one desires to carry. profit.
that posittrely contains OIU Blacks and Pnllshel
Utiles' and children's boots and shoes, ahlueat
B' generous with fresh air and warubbing;, o. .'Froucb tiloss," Wo.
man
The
hides
who
light
his
under xtUiout
ter and sunshine.
STAIt comDlnatluu (or cleaning
mid polishing; all
ktndK of russet or un shoes, lllc. "iMimly" slie 26c.
Lettuce is particularly well iiVar! a bushel Is sometimes surprised to
BABY Kl.ITE combination for gentlemen who.
find that the sun still shines.
take pride In having their shoos look AL lies to tea
by chicks because of it tenderness.
color and. lnstro to all black shoes. Polish with a.
pnisn or ctoin, tu cents. "Kiitst" alee m
It 18 easier to keep the hens' auar- If your dealer does not keep the kind too want,
TO
PILES
IN
14
CCRBU
6
DAYS
send us his address and the prloe in stamps for
ters clean than it i to flgbt diseaseTout druggist will refund mono? If PA.O iii vi
a
full sue package.
to
cure
case
any
HUNT tails
of Itching, Blind.
ir caDDage is fed in too large quan- Bleeding
ot
tunc niee in o to 14 Oars. Hie.
WHITTEMORG BROS. & CO.,
tities, the eggs may nartnka of it
brM., Mate.
Lxtrtjcst Manufaclurtrt
The
flavor.
of
The trouble with a good bit of reShot
Polithe
th
in
World.
Don't put Off buvina-- your hreanlnir form is that it is badly in need of re
Carrie Egg to Market.
Htock for the poultry yard till next forming.
(Cartons hold one dozen each.) Pile spring.
Green food Is one of the essentials
m want a Lewis' Single
the cartons up and measure them to
of this paper desiring to buy anyugar.
get the inside measurements of the for healthy fowls and for satisfactory
thing advertised in its columns should
I
egg
production.
insist upon having what they ask for.
carrier. I have one holding 30 dozen
only
The
Have
worry
time
yard
le
the
somi
hen
border on the
tctuamg au suDsntutes or Imitations.
and another holding 24 dozen.
they
worry
garden, so that the vegetable can be when
otb
v-easily transferred.
Winter
for Poultry.
The fact of the Vmslnoas la. the
One of the best and moat relished average farm flock produces
about 120
winter feeds for poultry Is cabbage. eggs per hen each year.
Even though there be an abundance
There is one man in the Halted States who has perhaps heard
The problem of gettlnc arreen food
..
more women's
secrets than anv. nth.r m of other green vegetable metier, I for poultry In the winter Is much
iii cue
... a,""1
I 1. fmm
amifhrrv
...:i. nuuiau
snrntiT .m twitshould still strive to add some cab- more pressing than in summer.
ename, but
:
"r
the accrete of Buffering, and they have been confided to Dr. cZ?J
bage to the list. It is true that there
One a month paint
. t. ncii
roosts with
iu uk uuw sun cci;iaiioa oi advice and help
1
nothing quite so good for the hens coal oil, using a broadthepaint
That lew oi these women have been disappointed iu their
brush,
as a growing crop, such as rye, over and pour a little Into any cracks
is proved by the fact that niuety-eigper cent oi
which they can range and thus com- about the ends of perches.
all women treated by Dr. Fierce have been absolutely
bine exerciso with food getting, and
altogether cured. Such record would be remarkable if .ad
Provide plenty of drv earth and
tho
case treated were numbered by hundreds only. But
every effort should be made to provide coal ashes where
when
the hens may dust
applies
that
record
the
to
ot
treatment
space
haH-nbut
often
more
too
is
than
limited for themselves and there is little danger
n
It
women, in st nreuariAsi tf rw 4A
t.
.
such crops and dependence must be of body lice in a clean house.
it iis uueuomeoal.
,,'ire to the gratitude
nd7 Mtules-D- r.
accorded
him
by
had altogether
women as 'he first ef
The buay hen in the scratching ahed
specialist! in the treatment of women's diseases.
'
be stored away.
Bvery aiuk woman may consult Dr. Pierce bv
la the one that drops the eggs in
w Lea
bM.luto,'r
charge. All replies are mailed, sealed m perfetlv ?,1.1'
your market basket during the win-ta- r
ny
Look After Growing
printing or .dverti.ing whatever, upon them Write
months when egg are highest.
ek.
The welfare of chickens must he
Place a shallow pan with a little
looked after during the growing pe- kerosene in it where the ben have
riod, an no amount of pampering and to walk through it in entering their
riKKCK'S FAVOHUTE PKESCRIPTiox
petting at maturity will compensate night quarter, and mite are not apt
Cor neglect then.
to give trouble.
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Continued.

Than a band thrust aside the
and a face peered In. I caught
faint glimmer of stars, but could
distinguish little else.
"Boys," said the leader, kindly, "I
wish 1 might give you better transportation, but this is the only form of vehicle we can find. I reckon you'll got
pretty badly bumped over the road
rtu are going, but I'm furnishing you
all the chance to get away In my power. We shall guard you as long aa
necessary, and then must leave you
to the kindly ministrations of the
driver."
He reache." In, leaning down from
his saddle to do so, drew the blanket
somewhat closer about me. and was
gone. I caught the words of a sharp,
short order, and the heavy wagon
lurched forward, Its wheels bumping
tver the Irregularities in the road,
each jolt sending a fresh spasm of
pain through my tortured body.
May the merciful Ood ever protect
me from such a ride again! It seemed
Interminable, while each long mile
we traveled brought with It new and
greater agony of mind and body.
The hours that followed were all
but endless. I knew we had reached
the lower valley, for the road became
more level, yet the slightest jolting
now was sufficient to render
me
crazed with pain, and I had lost all
power of restraint
My
tortured
nerves throbbed; the fever gripped
me, and my mind began to wander.
Visions of delirium came, and 1
dreamed dreams too terrible for record: demons danced on the drifting
clouds before me, while whirling savages chanting In horrid discord stuck
my frenzied body
lull of blazing
brands. At times I was awake, calling In vain for water to quench a
thirst which grew maddening, then 1
lapsed Into a
that
drove me wild with its delirious fanknew vaguely thai, tha Major
cies.
had crept back through the darkness
and passed hla strong arm gently beneath my head. I heard him shouting
In his deep voice to the driver for
something to drink, but was unaware
of any response. All became blurred,
thought It
confused, bewildering.
was my mother comforting me. The
faint gray daylight stole In at last
through the cracks of the wagon
cover; I could dimly dUUugulab a
dark face bending over me, framed by
a heavy gray beard, and then, merciful
unconsciousness came, and I rested
as one dead.
can-wa-

1

1

I.

First Aid To a
Weak Stomach

i

moment, gazing at them and wondering whom I had better address for
recognized none cf the faces fronting
me one among the group turned suddenly, and took a hurried step in my
direction, as though despatched upon
an errand of Importance. He was a
tall, slender man, wearing a long gray
moustache, and I no sooner viewed
his face than I recognised him as
having been one of those officers present In General Lee's tent the day I
was sent out with dispatches.
He
glanced at m curiously, yet with no
sign of recognition, but before he
could pass accosted him.
"Colonel Maltland," I Mid, "you
doubtless remember me. I am seeking my old command: would you kindly Inform me where It may be found 7"
He stopped Instantly at sound of my
voice, and stared at me In odd bewilderment; but my words had already reached the ears of the others,
and before be had found an answer
another voice spoke sternly "What is
all thlsT Who are you, sir? What
masquerade puts you Into that parody
of a captain's uniform?"
I turned and looked Into the flushed, Indignant face of General Lee.
"It Is no masquerade, sir," 1 answered, Instantly removing my hat;
"it Is the rightful uniform of my rank,
greatly as I regret its present condition."
"Where are you from?"
"I was discharged from St Mary's
Hospital In Richmond day before yea
terday, and am now seeking to rejoin
my regiment."
"Surely," he said gravely, "I have
seen your face before. To what regiment were you attached T"
"The
th Virginia Cavalry."
The buzzing of voices about me instantly ceased, and General Lee took
a step nearer.
"The
th Virginia? You were a
Surely this la not Philip
captain?
Wayne?"
So deeply surprised was his tone, so
uncertain his recognition, I scarcely
knew what to answer. Had I lost my
very Identity? was this all a dream?
"T am Captain Wayne, Troop D, th
Virginia."
Ha grasped my hand warmly between both his own, and his kindly
face lit up Instantly with a rare smile.
"Captain Wayne, I cannot tell you
bow greatly I rejoice at your safe return. We certainly owe you an apology for this poor reception, but you
were reported as killed In action
many months ago. I doubt not Colonel Maltland truly believed he looked
upon a ghost when you first accosted
him."
For the moment I was unable to
speak, so deeply did his words affect
1

1

1

Captain Wayne," he continued gravely, yet retaining my hand
within his own, "that I must bring
you sad news."
"Sad news?" Instantly there came
to me the thought of my widowed
"Not from home, 1 trust,
mother.
sir?"
"No," with great tenderness, "your
mother, I believe, remains well; yet
the words I must speak are nevertheless sad ones, and must prove a severe
shock to ycu. There Is no
th Virginia "
"No th Virginia?" I echoed, scarce
able to comprehend his meaning, "no
th Virginia? 1 beg you to explain,
sir; surely" and I looked about me
upon the various uniforms of the service present "the war baa not yet
ceased we have not surrendered?"
"No, my boy," and the old hero
reverently bared his gray head In the

1

blood-staine-

1

unx6-pecte-
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moustache

and

goatee.

His like?"

"I

Was Upon My Feet

name, as I gathered from the conversation, waa Carlson, and I was considerably surprised at the fixedness
with which his eyes were fastened
upon me during the earlier part of the
meal. Thinking we might have met
my
somewhere before, I ransacked
memory in vain for any recollection
which would serve to account for his
evident Interest In me. Finally, I ventured to ask, as pleasantly as possible:
"Captain Carlson, do I remind you
of some one, since you regard me so
intently?"
The man Instantly flushed all over
his fair face at this direct Inquiry.
"It vas not dat" (he almost stammered In sudden confusion, speaking
quite brokenly), "hot, salr, it bar come
to me dat you vos aa lnsulter of worn-enan' had refuse to fight mlt mens.
I know not; It seems not so."
I was on my feet In an Instant,
scarcely crediting my own ears, yet
on Are with Indignation.
"I know not what you may mean," I
said, white with anger. "But I bold
you personally accountable tor those
words, and you shall discover that
will fight 'mlt mens'"
He pushed his chair hastily back,
his (ace fairly crimson, and began to
stammer an explanation; but Mall-lanInterfered.
"What does all this mean. Carlson T"
"Sit down,
he exclaimed, sternly.
Wayne there Is some strange mistake here."
I resumed my chair, wondering If
they bad all gone crazy, yet resolved
upon taking Instant action If some satisfactory explanation were not at once
forthcoming.
"Come, Carlson, what do you mean
by addressing st.cn language to Captain Wayner
"Veil," said the Swede, so agitated
by the esoltement about him he could
scarcely find English In which to express himself Intelligibly, "It vos dls
1
vould
not Insult Captain
vay.
Vane; ob, no, t;; it tos told to me, an'
d

"Surely This la Not Philip Wayna?"
sunlight, "but the
th Virginia gave
Itself to the South that day in the
I

must have grown very white, for

a young aide sprang hastily forward
and passed his arm about me. Tet 1
scarcely realized the action, for my
dead.
whole thqught was with
"Do you mean they are all gone?" 1

questioned, tremblingly, hardly able
to graap the full dread Import of such
ghastly tidings. "Surely. General Lee.
"So few," he responded soberly, his
hat still retained in hla hand, "so few

Stomach Bitters
At the first sign of any
weakness of the Stomach,
Liver or Bowels take the
Bitters. It renews health
A trial
and strength.
will convince you. Don't
experiment Get

HOSTETTER'S
AT ALL DRUG 6TORE8.

Chest
and Sprains
Sloan's Liniment is an excellent remedy for chest and
throat affections. It quickly
relieves congestion and inflammation.
A few drops
in water used as a gargle is
antiseptic and healing.

light-colore-
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Hostellers

1

me.
"I fear.

tost Regiment.

It was a bright, sunshiny aay In
early spring. Birds were sweetly singing In the trees lining the road was
traveling. 1 must have shown my late
Illness greatly, for the few I met.
I tramped slowly onward, mostly soldiers, gazed at rue curiously, as If they
mistook me (or the ghost of some
dead comrade; and I doubt not my
pale face, yet hearing the deep Imprint
of pain, with the long, untrimmed hair
framing it, and the
ragged uniform, the same wore that
fierce day of battle, rendered me an
objent of wonder.
All through those long, weary winter weeks I had bean hoverlug be
tween life and death in an obscure
hospital at Richmond. The moment
the door was opened to permit of my1
passing forth Into the world again.
sought eagerly to discover the present
station of my old comrades In arms,
yet could learn only that the cavalry
brigade with which I had formerly
served was In camp somewhere near
Appomattox Court House. On foot
and moneyless, 1 set off alone, my sole
anxiety to be once more with friends;
and now, at the beginning of the second day, I waa already beyond Petersburg, and sturdily pushing westward.
As the road swerved slightly to the
left, passing through a grove of handsome trees, I came suddenly opposite
a large bouse of Imposing aspect A

I vould baf him to. know bow It all
"That Is my name. What have yon,
go mlt my man?"
von. It vos two months ago
de flag of truce Into de Federal lines
"Compliments of Colonel Maltland.
You must not remain longer standing at Mlnersvllle. You know dat time? chief of staff, sir," he said, handing
here. Major Holmes, will you kindly I vos vattln' for answer ven a Yankee me a folded paper.
conduct Captain Wayne to my head- rides oop. an' looks me all ofer like
"Dear Wayne:" the private note
quarters, and see that he Is furntshed vos a bog. 'Vel,' I say, plain like, 'vot read, "Believing you would be glad
with a uniform suitable to his rank. you vant?' Ho say, 'I heard der vos to have the detail I have just arFor the present he will serve as extra Reb officer come In der lines, an'
ranged to send you at once upon some
aide upon my personal staff."
rides down to see If he vos der hound active service. Please report at these
I turneO away, the Major leading me vot
vnnted to horsevlp ' 'Vel,' I say, quarters Immediately, fully equipped
as If I had been a child. I wa'kod as for It made me much mad, 'maybe you for the field."
a man stunned by some sudden,
like to horsevlp me?" 'No,' be says,
Glad! It was the very medicine I
blow.
finally joined laughing. 'It vos a damn pup In der most needed, e.nd within twenty minWhen
the mens upon the following day, clad
th Virginia cavalry, named Vayne, I utes of tny receipt of this communinow In fit uniform, I had regained no am after.' I say, 'Vot has he done?' cation I was with Maltland, thanking
small measure of
and He says, 'He Insult a voman, an' vould him warmly tor his thoughfulness.
with It came likewise enewal of the not fight mlt me.'"
"Not another word, Wayne," be Inmilitary spirit My wilcome proved
He looked about him anxiously to sisted. "It Is not much, a mere scoutextremely cordial, and the conversa- see If we comprehended his words.
ing detail over neutral territory, and
tion of the others present soon placed
"And what did you say?" from a will prove dull enough. I only hope it
In mr possession whatever of Incident dosen eager voices.
may help to divert your mind a trifle.
bad occurred since that disastrous day
The Swede gazed at them In mani- Now listen you are to proceed with
of battle In the Valley. No attempt fest astonishment
twenty mounted men ot the escort
was made to conceal our weakness,
"I say I knowed nottlng about der west aa far as the foot-hilland are
nor to disguise the fact that we were voman, but If he say dat an officer of expected to note
carefully
three
making a last desperate stand. It was der
th Virginia cavalry vould not things:
First, the condition of forevident to all that nothing now re- fight mlt him he vos a damned liar. 1 age for the sustenance of a wagon
mained but to fold our tattered battle-flag- s vould have hit him, but I vos under trs'..; second, what forces of Federwith honor.
al troops, If any, are along the Honeyder flag of truce."
I reached out my hand to him across well; and third, the gathering of all InDirectly opposite me, at the long
formation obtainable as to the reportand rather scantily furnished mess-tabl- the table.
was seated a captain of Infan"I thank you, Captain Carlson," 1 ed consolidation of guerillas for purtry, quite foreign In appearance a said, "for both your message and your poses of plunder between the lines. If
d
answer. What did this man look time suffice,, you' might cross over Into
tall, slender man, wearing a
1

CHAPTER XXV.
A

1 1

group of Confederate officers stood In that we could only scatter them in

The torr opens In a Confederate tant
critical tufa of tha Civil War (Jan.
(t a Imparts
to Capt. Wayna an Important
missRKt to Longstreet. AccomDanieu: by
Craig, an old armv scout Wavne
g'rt.
starts on his mission
irat within
the lines of the enemy and Tin tha darkness Wayne Is taken for a Federal office! and a
ladv on horaehack is
elver. In his charVe. 3he la a northern
flrl and attnmots to r.n. nn. t th
horses eurcumbe and C
with the dispatches wh
ll
I.ady of the North art
aeek shelter In a hut
the dark a huge mast
The Rlrl shoots the b
The owner of the hut '
his wife nppear and
horsemen approach. 'I
man claiming to be He
proves to be Mai. Bi
officer whom the Unl
He orders the arrest o
ne as a spy
and he Is brought bef
erlrlan, who
threatens him with de
Veals the secret mesnai
Edith Brennan to be
!'i.f
Brennan. He Is rescue
Who starts to reach
Wayne In dirute pen)
room, beneath which
rlsnneil. He Is Intro
rinor and barely escai
d. Edith Brennan.
n
??y" '"'.will "ave n,m- Securing a pass
through the lines, they are confronted by
18 knocked
senseless. Then,
fi?iln"nw.h?
Wddlng Edith adieu. Wayne
makes a dash
Tor liberty
He encounters Bungay; thev
reach the Lee camp and are sent with reinforcements to join Early. In the battle
or Hnenandoah the regiment
is over-liV- .i
'
Pd Wayne while In the
Is visited by Edith Brennan.

CHAPTER XXIV.
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A flood Turn
Oeorgs Ade. with the gentle cynlr
dam of the confirmed bachelor, was
talking In New York about New Year
resolutions.
"Every wits," he said, "loves to see
her husband turn over for her sake
a new leaf In his check-book.- "

In

an Instant"

"He vos a pig vellow, mlt a black
moustache and gray eyes."
"Do you know him?" questioned
Maltland.
"His name is Brennan," I answered
slowly, "a major In the Federal service.
We have already met twice In
rough and tumble contests, but the
next time it will be with steel."
(ientlemen," said Maltland at last,
gravoiyr "this Is evidently a personal
matter with which we have no direct
concern. Captain Wayne's reputation
Is not one to be questioned, either as
regards his chivalry toward women or
bis bravery in arms. I pledge you
blB early meeting with this major."
They drank the toast standing, and
I read In each face before me a frank,
soldierly confidence and comradeship
whlqh caused my heart to glow.
CHAPTER XXVI.

the valley of the Cowskin and learn
the condition of (orage there as well.
A guide will accompany your party,
and you are to avoid contact with the
enemy as far as possible. Your men
carry five days' rations. You understand fully?"
"I do, sir; I presume 1 am to start
at once?"
"Your squad, under command ot
Sergeant Ebers. Is already waiting outside."
"Are you all ready, sergeant?" 1
Gerasked of the rather heavy-weigman who stood fronting me, his broad,
red face as Impassive as though carved
from stone.
"Ve vos, captain."
"Where Is the guide?"
"Dot Is him, mlt der mule, ain't It?"
he answered, pointing with one huge
hand down the road.
"Very well, we will pick him up
then as we go."
I cared so little as to whether or not
be accompanied us at all; that we had
advanced some distance before the
thought of him again occurred to me.
I knew the gentry fairly well, and bad
experienced In the past so many evidences of their stupidity. If not actual
disloyalty, as to prefer my own knowledge Ol ihu country to theirs.
My
thought indeed, for several miles was
not at all with the little party ot
troopers Jogging steadily at my heels,
nor, In truth, was It greatly concerned
with the fate of the expedition. That
was but service routine, and I rode
enough, never
forward carelessly
dreaming that every hour o. progress
was bearing me toward the most Important adventure of my life. It was
the German sergeant who recalled me
to the responsibilities of command.
"Captain," be exchimed apologetically, riding up to my side and wiping
his round, perspiring face with great
energy, "ve are riding too hard, ain't
ve? Meln Gott, but der horses will
give out ontirely, already."
"Is that so?" I asked In surprise at
his words. A single swift glance
around convinced me he was correct
for the mounts were exceedingly soft,
and already looked nearly played out
"Very well,
from our sharp pace.
we will halt here."
With a sigh of relief he drew back,
and as he did so my eyes fell for the
first time upon the guide. As I live,
It was Jed Bungay, and when I stared
at him In sudden amazement ho broke
Into a broad grin.
"Durn If I didn't begin ter think as
bow ye'd gone an' clar fergot me.

1

Lucy, Kentucky.

SLOANS
LINIMENT
is excellent for sprains and
bruises. It stops the pain
at once and reduces swelling very quickly.
Sold by all dealers,

Prhte,

aOo., $1.00

and be compelled to pay to your landlord most
f your hard-earne- d
profits? Own your own
i arm.
secure a rree Homestead la
Manitoba. Saskatchewan or
III1ILISJ IBBjajSJSjBk
Alberta, or purchase
of these
land In o

districts and bank a
or
Sroflt of $10.00
aa acre
every year.
Land purchased 3
yeara aao at 10.00 an
acre haa recently
changed hands at
25.00 an acre.
The
crops frown on these
a n d e warrant the

advance. You

van,

Become Rich
by tattle ralslng,dalrylng,mixed
farming and srala growing in
th province- - of Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Albert.
Free homestead ood preemption areas, aa well aa land
held by railway and land com- rentes, will provide home,
W
Adaptable .oil. bealthlol
climate, aplendld schools
and churches. good railways.
For settlers' rites, desorlptlT
JlUimture"I.at Best West,' how

"Not a bit of It, Jed." and I rode up
to him and extended my hand. "But
how came you here?
Are you the
guide?"
"Sure thing, cap; know this yere
klntry like a buk. 'Jaded horsemen
from the west, at evening to the castle
pressed.' By gum, you put Beelsebub
an' me through a blamed hard jolt of
It so fur."
"Beelzebub?"
"Ye bet, ther mule; I reckon aa how
ye ain't gone an' fergot him, hev ye?"
"Bungay, what has become of Maria?"
The little man's eyes suddenly filled
with tears.
"I jlst don't know, cap," he answered
mournfully. "Whin I got hum ther
ol' cabin hed bin plum burnt down,
nary stick o' It left by gum! an' Mtv
rlar she wus clean gone. Hain't seed
neither hide ner hair o' her slnoe,
thet's a fac'. An' I sorter drifted back
ter you uns 'cause I didn't hev nowba,?
else ter go."
"Did you hunt for her among tha old
plantations along the valley?" I asked,
deeply touched by his evident feeling.
"She very likely sought refuge In
some of those houses."

25a-- ,

Why Rent a Farm

Cap."

The Scouting Detail.
This premeditated Insult which
Brennan evidently dispatched broad
cast In hope that through some unknown channel It might reach me,
changed my entire relationship with
the man. I have never felt that Bran-nawas at heart a bad man; be was
bard, stern, revengeful, yet I have no
doubt under different olrcumstances
1 might even
have valued him highly
as a comrade or a friend. There is
no demon like Jealousy; and his early
distrust ot me, fostrred by that mad
disease had apparently warped his
entire nature. Yet not even ror love
could I consent to leave my honor undefended, and after those hateful
words there could be. co rest for me
until cur difference! we e settled by
the stern arbitrament of the naked
blade. All prudi."e to the winds, no
(TO BB CONTINUED.)
opportunity of meeting him should
now to be cast aside.
The coming day was barely gray In
On. of Life's (Hysteria.
the east when
Why Is It that the same
was awakened by a
remark
heavy pounding upon the door,
a which draws a laugh if made by ou
nmart-looktn-g
orderly stood without I a sure sign for a tight U made bf
"Captain Wayne? ' he asked.
anothnrt
n

Here's Proof
M
I have used Sloan's Liniment for
year and can testify to Its wonderful
efficiency. I have used it for sore throat,
croup, lame back and rheumatism ana
In every case it gave instant relief."
REBECCA JANE ISAACS.

to reach the country and other particulars, write to Hup't of Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to the
Canadian Government Agent,
W. H. ROOEM
W. Ninth St. Kansas Cltv. Mo.
Pleas write to the agentaeafwsft yea
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Local Notes

The Things Which Indicate

rant business here.
For an evenings entertainment
and
the best of Music go to the
Messrs. B. N. McMulen and
Lyceum.
A. W. Calahan are in the city
Huge Seaberg, of Raton, who
representing an insurance dim.
has had the agency for the railPlow Harness.trace chains road land north of Clovis is here
and collar, at MUliren Buch- to meet Mr. Lewis, a capitalist
fromTopeka, Kansas.
anan Hdw. Co.
Tom Yelbartonof Friona, TexThe Lyceum Theater is runas, visited Ciovis in his car; last ning the very best of moving pictures, passed by the National
Monday.

sition of a Bank to ho of service, are:
courtesy, willingness, promptness, and
AH
reasonable exactions.
of these
qualifications the growing customer ap

Cencorship.
See us about Harness and' Board of
Roy Towry and family re
Harness Goods.
turned Sunday after a several
Mr. McCarty his purchased months stay in St. Louis. Mrs.

"Speaking for ourselves."
We do not jeopardise your interests

predates.

the Star Rooming hcuse and is
now prepared to furuish accommodations to all who may be in
need of comfortable lodgings.

Towry will leave this week for
Marfa, Texas, on a visit. Mr.
Towry has reentered the employ
of Harvey & Morris.
We receive Cream on WANTED to trade business
house and lot in Melrose, worth
Thursday of each week.
$1,000
for proved up claim. InA. J. Rodes & Co.
quire at this office, or address
J. F. Ballard, foreman of .the J. E. C, Clovis, N. M.
Power house, has just returned
Miss Goodwin, from Kentucky
from a visit to Texas and Okla
jt9'' ' arrived Friday, and is the guest
homa.
Mrs. N. B Morris.
Len Lemons, the Inspector of of her sister,
materials was severely hurt Mr. Plunket, switchman in the
Thursday night, while in the Yarks, was seriously injured by
caboose. The switch engine ran being hit by a box car.
into the caboose, resulting- in
Dad Hammonds, of Melrose,
such a jolt that Len was thrown is in the city, the guest of hia
about so severely as to inflict son Dug Hammands of this place.
serious if not fatal injuries. He
Mang'r. Woods is only showleft for the hospital in Las Veg ing the very best of featured
as at once.
pictures.
Leave orders for Insole- - Mrs. Harry L. Mitchell left
mhnt repairs with us. Mil. for Portales today where she
liren Buchanan Hdw. Ceo. will visit her parents, the Free-man- s.

by political indulgence

and we have
never found it necessary to go outside
of the Banking Business to make

National

Bank

"The Bank That Accommodates'

Q

-

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Night Phone 38.

Day Phone 14.

Davidson's Transfer Co.
HAS CHANGED, Call 85 or E. T. Jernigan & Co.
Jewelry Store Instead of 3ol.
When You Want a Transfer Call us
Clovis, New Mexico
Postoffice Box 544

Club Protests.
Believing that the women of
a community are largely responsible for the moral tone of that
community, the Clovis Woman's
enters public protest
Club
against exhibitions of the class
that has benn of such notoriety

Kansas City
Land Show
February 26 to
March 9
for the man
thoughts
back to
turn
whose
object
lesson
An
the farm.
looking
for
for the farmer
farming.
on
hints
Intensely interesting and
entertaining lectures on a
variety of subjects. Moving pictures and other views
of many sections of the
Southwest Exhibits of improved machinery that lessens labor, saves time and
increases results,
Better go. Take y
and friends with you.
An

eye-open-

er

We protest against our city
becoming a "center for Boxing
Bouts and Prize Fights" for various reasons. The spirit of gamphysical
bling is engendered,
prowess elevated beyond intellectual and moral growth, and
the general influence detrement-a- l
to the young.
Statistics of the present day
show an increase of crime among
boys and to safeguard those of
our own city, we appeal to the
best citizenship to seriously con
sider the matter. We also ap
peal to the civic pride of our citizens to help make our record
clean from all that may contam
ineie;
Mrs. W. D, McBee, Pres.
Mrs. E. J. Feagan, Sec'y.

out-famil-

y

Free Lectures
Excellent Music
A liberal education along
lines that will interest you
and every member of your
family irrespective of age or
sex.
For further particulars

Knowlks, Agent.
Clovis.

Colonists

One-wa- y

Tickets
March 1 to April
the Santa Fe will sell
one-wa- y
d
excursion
tickets to California and Arizona,
especially for colonists.
Good on any Santa Fe through
train except the California Limited and Santa Fe
Honored in chair cars. Also
honored in tourist sleepers on
payment of berth fare, which is
about half the standard Pullman
charge.
The usual colonist stop-ovprivileges.
Every Day,

15, 1912,
low-price-

de-Lux- e.

er

Dont Miss the featured films
at the Lyceum, they are instructive as well as entertaining.
Singleton, of Lubbock,
Sunday and Monday in
Clovis to attend a meeting of
the city council of which he is a
member, and to visit his family.
Wanted Lot old lumber. If
any t hacks or stables for sale advise this office.
F. 22.
G. W.

spent

We Receive Cream on
Thursday of each week.
A. J. Rode &. Co.
Mr. J. B. Rhodes returned to
his farm four miles northrwest
of Grady after a visit tolhiaifara-il- y
here.
Mrs. J. D. Lyons returned to
her home in Amarillo after a visit in Clovis.
Reining
For Sale. -Fi- rst-class
ton typewriter in perfect condi
tion. Inquire at this office.
Miss Georgia Hammond and
Miss Lissie Wilson, of Melrose,
are in town as the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Dug Hammond of the
Crescent Hotel.
Mr. Clark, machinist at the
Shops, returned to his old home
in Missouri last week.
The B. Y. P. U. held an inter
esting meeting at the Baptist
church Sunday night
ruKttttwr-Mode- rn

house.

te

call on
I). C.

Miss Mildred Dykes has been
sick at her home in West Clovis
but is now rapidly recovering.
Mrs. Simmons will return to
Seymour. Texas, in a few days.
Mrs. Ash and daughter moved
irom uaihoun St. to South Thornton, last week,
Mr. L. C. Morgan takes charge
of the Montana House, R. A. Tally will take charge Of the European hotel.

as that of recent dute.

Clovis Woman's

Hines, formerly of thie

Mr. R. C. Raid, of RosWell,
is in the city this week.

Most pronouncedly (he ability and dispo-

The Glovis

C. M.

place, returned to Clovis and
will again engage in the restau-

S

room

The Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Company
Funeral Directors and Embalmers
Fine Ambulance

Night Phohe 235

Day Phone 211

We do not charge for our readiness
to serve, but only for the service
rendered.

II

Phone 254
Painting, Tinting, Papering, Glass etc.
J. H. Ritter, of Knoxville,
Dean Edmonson left Sunday
who spent last summer
Tenn.,
for the Santa Fe hospital in
Clovis,
returned Friday. He
in
where he will spend a
has been, away since last Sepshort time recuperating.
tember disposing of his proper,
J. S. Cavender arrived Friday, tv and settlinor uo business af
from Fulton, Kentucky, and will fairs with the expectation of respend a week in Clovis looking turning to New Mexico to make
after property, which he owns his home.
here. When his son, J. B. CavMr. Buchanan, of California.
ender resided in Clovis, Mr. Cav- Missouri, was in Clovis. yesterender was a frequent visitor day to see his daugh ter, Miss
here and has many acquaintances Geraldine Buchanan, teacher of
among the business men of the the fourth grade.
Accompantown.
ied by George Knight he is now
Mies Viola Woods left yester- on a tour of the Pecos Valley
day for her father's home in Ft. but he expects to be in Clovis
Worth where she will visit for again before returning east.
awhile.
Foreman of the Shops Morri- Mis3 Ora Halley, one cf theson received a crate of thorough
teachers in the Texico public bred Indian game chickens, also
school, was in Clovis, Saturday a pair of Toulouse geese.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Gurly.
Rev.'C. H. Brown has just reJ. 0. Prichard, manager of turned from Yeso, N. M.. where
the Harvey House, is digging a he held a series of meetings.
well and erecting chicken houses
S. 0. Maddox has returned
preparatory to putting in a ten fmm a business trip of a week
acre chicken farm.
or ten days in Texas.
To-pek-

a,

GET BUSY
And Get a Choice Location
Our purchase from the Liebelt Heirs included the
300 lots that they had reserved and had never offered for sale. In this list are some of the most
desirable lots in that

...BEAUT1EUL LIEBELT ADDITION..
We have a number of close in choice locations.
Nothing will be reserved with us. First come, first
served. So if you ever expect to own any Clovis
property, it behooves you to get busy and get that
lot now. Prices as before. Terms to suit purchaser.

office.
Mr. Johnson of

the Magic City
Furniture Co., went to Melrose,
last Monday to embalm the biy

of Mr. McCormick whose remains were shipped to Cincinnati.
D. C. Knowleb,
John and Carl Degraftenreid
Agent.
and Lou Lytner, of Melrose, are
The Owen-Va- n
Stone contest visiting in Clovis, this week.
case was callled in the district
Luther Johnson, of Mt lrose,
court today, but only the pre- has accepted a position with his
liminaries were indulg0, and brother, M. W. Johnson, of this
no decision reached.
city.

The Mansfield-Claiborn- e

Co.,

INCORPORATED

W. L. Mansfield, Sales Manager
Office Over

j

BERT CURLESS

Close in.

Chas. E. Dennis,
Rear 1st Nat. Bank
Miss Cecil Signor is in town
visiting Mrs. Pipcorn.
C. P. Baughmau left last Mon
day for Gallup. He will canvas
the state for a 'Dalla con
cern.
Mrs. Rose of Haag will come
to Clovis shortly to place her boy
in the conservatory of Music.
FOR SALE Two good gasoline engines. Inquire at this

j

First National Bank.

Clovis, New Mexico.

